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PREAMBE,E;

t follow where the
path may Zead

instead, where there"
ics no path

And Leave 4,Yrail.

Anonymous

No one epj ys teaching remedial mathemdtics students. It is hard work

and there is little. reward. The mathematics usually is n t very,chaileaging.

In addition, we tend to equate the teaching of remedial students with being

remedial ourselves. That is, you seldom meet a professor at a'conferenceor

colloquium who brags about the fact he is teaching remedial mathematics., We

more often are very defensive about this teaching assignment and act as

though remedial students die untouchables. This attitude'is not limited to

college nor to Central Michi an University; it prevails in hi h schools and'

even in elemeniary schools, The Nationaljunior high schools as well,

.Science Foundation recently stated that they had never funded remedial mathe-

iiatjçs research at .the university level and doubted that thsy ever will;
V

th s, despite'the fact that the most critical need at the'present time is

more information about qollege remedial mathematics students. .We are in a

criticdi period of mathematics educatiq 'most of .the students entering

Universities do notAave sufficient tathamatics backgrounds to meet their.
4

.-needs or complete the,degree they choose. We are faced with a long,-term-

sitlmation and-we-must meet the-challengeldespi4e our-personalvtftudes.



RAT I ONALE

CONTINUOUS SEQUENCE It BASIC MATHEMATICS

I.

Torthe last ten yeats, theme emetics background of efftering'freghmen b

Central Michgian'University hls.been weaker than.it wag'-Previously. Many

of ourstudenE4 do not have strong enough backgrounds in mathematics to pur-
Of

sue,the degree7P1ins they.have,chosei.i. In fact; some of our students perform

at a level comparable to eighth grade mathematicg. This is unfortunate,A'not'

only beCeuse their preparation is inadequate for their degree plans but also

because most of these students are capable of college work. The problem

just described is not unique to CMUrbut exisVs on a national scale at most

universities, colleges and junior collegep.

In the fall of 1972 it was decided/that something would have to be done

to impiove the Intermediate aiad CollegØ Algebra courses; these Courses were

not meeting the needs of the student#' as' was. evidenced In the fact that the

percentage of students successfull coMpleting the course was far too small.

The combination of.withdiawals and'students earning a D orE grade was ap-

fproxiMately-fifty percent. Studpnts in these courses could be.placed into

two cdtegor e I) those who were over-prepared,-and 2) those who weie under-
,

prepared. The' typical averAge student was, for the most.part, conspicuously

missing. The student's whç were over-prepared for these coUrses (those who
,

had 'more than an adequat prerequisite mathematics backgr und) found the

courses boring; these ptudents often failed to-attend class, failed vi read

the-text and doassi nkents-and, cpnsequently, many,of thes students received

lowl-or failing graps. Those tudents who Were Under-prepared for the courses

foilnd.that they; te confused by:the first lecture and each succeeding week

they'fell furth*tbehind and'became more confused. Most of:these students

receiveds1\ 9r failing grades. In'addition, students who did pass these

4
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courses often demonstrated it lat

r

rses,very poor retention Of the sub-

.ject matter, this fact caused,the inclusion of math review units in'latter

A
courses, those-offered by other departtents as wel'i as thbse offered by the

mathemat es department.

Dr. Melliin Poage and Dr. Delano Wegener were asked to_research kh
lr.

Problem, to determine if a program could be developed which would better meet

the needs of students yho needed to improve mathematical backgrounds at the .

college remedial level. Armed. with some teachIng'etperience in similar

-sittiations at.other universities and armed-with the knowledge that a consid-'

erable amoUnt of reseaich and expeerimenting was being`conducted at the

remedial level in math and.other disLiPlines, the research dIrectorsibegam

experimenting in the Winter Semester of 1973. After sevenyearsof research

a remedial mathematics program,. Math 105, known aS the Continuous Sequence
.

4

In Basic Mathematics (CSBM) has been ddieloped l
A*

PURPOSE

The goals of the CSBM program a C6ntral'Michigan'University are as

follows:

1 Dqtermine the entry ,level (based ri the mathematics backgrounE of students).

2. .Provide.4 flexible program so that-'students can start at the point'edmmen-
Surate with their backgrouniis.

3. Proviode a flexible program so that,individual sequences for each student
can Be assigned that will allow Students to skip units they already know..i

Provide instruetiOn.in sl blocks so that if .students need to repeat,
the time lost is minimal.

Provide materials and inttruction that will maximize the.students' learn-
ing possibilities.

Provide varying exit points, det\ermined by the department offering hr7
ticular degrees.



Provide special units of applied mathedatkics.for cerbein 4ePaetments.

8. Provide the opportunity fot CSBM students:to learn-and retain,mathematicr -

as opposed to memdrizing disassociated facts.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The publication'of Dloomts taxonomY'.(1056.,) stimulated interest in.

P .4
mastery learning. This interest took two basic approaches accordirig to Dr.

Bloom (1979), "One is.the Keller aPproach, called .'Personalized System of_
. 4

Instruction (PSI), in which each student goes et his or her own pace. The
A

other is the-group-based-approach, in which the teacher teachis a clefts,

then uses feedback as the basis fdr individualizing the Corrective procedures

for the students.. Both can yield very positive- peSults. A modified

version of each of.these two aPProachess incorporeted into the develop-

ment of OHM. Most &tudents in the*ogram follow the group based apProach

naw called 'Learning for Mas ery4k ." Bloom (1968) :Block (1974) and

later Block and Burns, 1977). A 1few students who first demonstrate they Can

succe'ssfully comillete two Aiits'And who have demonstrated.some self initia-

ti've and determinationmare allowed to use the PSI'approach. 'The need for

thid- restriction is best summar1ze0 by Bloom (Brandt 1979) "The problem with-

the Keller 'approach is that while students who finish on time do very-well, a

A sizeable proportion drops out of class. They, find they have pastirted

too long."

Some attention was gi en.to developing a ternate modes of instruction,

parti uiarly, the use of audio-tutorial ingtru n, the use of math-heip
4

labsi and 4ndividua1 tutoring. Guidelines used for the development of audio,
4

tutorial materials were those deVe1oped by Postlethwait (1969); modifi-,

cations of.the programi,described by Bidwell -(1974) Shoen (1974) end



Doggett (1978); were used forthe CBBM Math-help labs and the individual

tutoring.

The overall design of this stUdy Vas principally influenced byt Bloom.

(1956), Gagne (1970) C onback (1967) and Biggs (1969)-. However, the re-
A .

, search eonducted in the .development.of the CSBM'program should be classi-

fied as appliedresearch as defined by Rising (1978).

PROCEDURE 2

The general procedure of*this study,was to identify all variables that

had A major affect on learning mathematics by remedial college students.

After a variable'had been.identified,' experiments were conducted on the as.-

pect of the plogram whih involved that variable in .an attempt to increase
te

the learning and understanding of mathematics. The goal was to improve the..,

conditions-that vere connected with\each varia le and maximize the stUdent's

learning. n'Some instances, the logistics f scheduling, apace, or record
e

ICa

'keePing prevented or limited thi,s improvetent.,

VAR I.ABL.S.

T.he lis tht follows identifies variables by category.

1. .Instruction related:
tt

Attendance, Mode, Memory, Repeating Content and S'eguencwi Time, and
Objectives.

Evaluation related:

Type, Length, Time; Gradesi Feedback, Placement ubtests, Security, and'
,Mastery Level.

Material related:

V

TOM, Lab,,sand Audio-Ttgorial.
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e

')
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Course Management rela

Computer Management, N ber of Students,
Permanent Files.

5. Affective Domaip relate0

StUdentlatitudes, Instructor.Attitudes, d Counselor Attiludes.,

Instruc r Assignment, and.

SUBJECTS

The subjects for this s tidy wtre the students at CF,enrolled in

from the Fall Semester 1972 to the Winter Semester 1979. The number of stu-
d'

dents by semester is given ih,Table 1.

Number of Students Enrolled
in Mathematics 105 by Semeste'r

Year

f9727-73.

1973-74

1974-75

1975776

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

IPSTRUMENTS

Fall Winter
/ .

132 119

213

478

539

764

962

Table-1

169

442

The directors developed p1acemnt tests, called scanners, to measure

the entry level cf the,studenta' matkematics. backgrounds and they developed

criterion referencea tests, Called c iteria tests for each unit to)aeasurez

student achievement. The'affeC ive domain was meoured by an attitudesurvey

called Course ivaluation also develond y the directors.



Three scanners were uSed to cove the range of content.
4-

Questions on

each scanner were grouped by gunits of content.- Successful recall.level for

each unit on a scanner was 52.5%.'

. Criteria tests were correlated to the set of objectives developed for
\IA

each unit of the program. Many formsof criteria tests were developed;

first to improve the v.plidity and reliability of the testa, and later to

ccommodate-the security nee

written in a multiple choice

r-
or large numbers of students. Items were

4

mat aZthough many were first writterv''Sn an

open-ended format. Tlfs procedure enabled dilrectors to improve the construc-
.A

tion of the Items with rapect to clarity and attractiveness of the multiple

choice distracUrs. Mastery level of a criteria test was 87,.;5%.. The cri-

teria tests were designed .to measure achievement at four coknitive vela:

memory, comprehension, application and to a very limited deg ee, higher-
,

level analysis.

Three.analyses were ased-t2,yalidate*the criteria tests; an objective

analysis, an item analys and alform comparisoh analysis. In adcfition,
11.01

all instructors, were periodically eurveyed concerning corrections or sug-

ge4tions of criteria tests. (See sample analyses Appendix III.)

The Course Evaluation is a Modification of attitudinal surveys .used lax\

the department and the university for this purpose; the emphasis on instruc-
A-

)

tor evaluation was ghanged to emphasize evaluation of course and mateifls.

-METHOD
sb,

PLACEMENT

as used the,final three years

4

-

Each student was given placement gxaminations upon entry into the se-
,. .

quence to determine the student's mathematics backgrOund. The- placementit

tests took,3 totes hours to administer, depending Upon the particular route.



..the resultsof tests dictated. Placement tests were-usually given for one
- 4

hour each day and t4 majority of the students took 4 hours of examinations

to be placed. 'A student started the placement procedure by'dtaktng.Scadner

II which tested his knowledge of the second quarter qf the content of -the
-r

course. The questions on each scanner were grouped by Unit and if a student .

could recall the material tested on Scanner II the next_ day he was given.

Scanner III which tested the third_quarter.of content; if the student had

difficulty reCarling the material on Scanner II he was given Scanner I. .

Scanners were analy2ed by.unit and, in most cases, once'the correct Scanner

had been determined, students.were able .te, recall material in s.equence up

to a particular unit; beyond-that unit, they had difficulty in recalling

the material.. er the "cut-off point in the unit sequence had been de-
_

termiked by the Scanners, regular criteria tests-,for the units below and

III ,above.this cut-off point were administere& to verify the level of mathema-

lics background. In some cases, additional criteria testa were needed to

detgrmine the level of a student's mathematics background. If a student alo

not, ague with his placement, additional tests were given until the proper

level could be determined. Because of the large number of sfildents an.d

existing policies of the University regarding credit, students wsre placed,

- for the most part., in odd-numbered units. The pla ement.results for the

tall'Semester 1978 are shown in Table 2.

Znit Number Unit Number-

1 52 15 - 123

3 204 17 89
5 175 19 42

49 '20 13
58 21 '11'-

11 365 23 4
12 214 24 4

13, 185 25 1

Table 2

1 0
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SEQUENCE

4.4

Each student was given-a unit-sequence to follow in the program. For

most students, this sequence consisted of all units between their point of

entry and the point of exit as d'etermined by-the department offering-the-

degree ther'were Aeeking.

Some students demonstrated dn the placement tests that they-had an

area of background Weakness below their "cut-off points." These students

were assigned unit-sequences beginning with the lowest unit needed, skip-

ping units for which competency had beer demonstrated and continuing the

unit-sequence to their exit point.

In the above tanner, every student in the program was given an indivi):

dualized unit-sequence to follow. If a student did not agree with him/

-assigned unit-sequence, further tests were administered,until the proper .

sequence was determined,

INSTRUCTION

The content of the prograth wasseparated into two-week unAs.

could be taught in six one-hour lectures; occasionally instructors

an extra lecture in order to complete their presentafibns. When a
. /

- 4

111

began the ram, he was required to attend lectures. .(He needed
,...

5 of the 6. turesrto be eli ible to take the criteria-test.) 4

Each unit

scheduled

.student

to attend

the stu-

dent successfullx completed and passed two consecutive units, the attendance

requirement was waived and if he chqgp,'he coulyudy on his own (PSI) and

prOceed at his (3;;II rate. Students studyingén their own could not take cri-
/

teria tests pn more than three.units itihany given two-week period. A student

lost the privilege of PSI if he failed a criteria test he could earn PSI

stat4s agiain lay attending lecture§ and paSsing two consecutive units.

4



alf .

All students could rftceive instructioh in the math-help 1abq. that ;were

open about 16 hours per week. These labs offer'insttuctionon an ihdividuak
40

or stala: group basis: Occasionally students were required' to attend,the

math help lab for instruc'tion.

Audio-iutorial materials of tC4o,types fox many unitS were available

in the self-study center'in the-library; drill skill lessons and tapes, and

,concept lessons ahd tape ..linfortunately,,the use of this material by stu-
.

dents Was <bite *limited and they were not revised along Srith the othbr

materials. However, increasing numefs of students in the,pfogram may

cause the'necessity bf updating the materials.

Private tutoring was Available Vstudents who needed a great deal of
4

help. If student had failed the same unit two or more times and had dem-
-

onstrated that e vaS making an honest effort to learn the material, a tutor

was assigned.

ADVANCEMENT AND EALUATION

\

To rgceive credit for a unit and-advanceto'the nektufiit a student

, .

needecl'to demonstrate mastery by correctly answbring 35 questidns on a 40
. . . ,

.

f .

4ques,tion multiple choice criteria test. ,Mastery of each unit' at the'87,5% - $

-level is iquired before proceeding,to the ftext uni 43.12% of the total

%

tests taken in the.Winter Semester of 1978 were passed at 87.5% or above.

Tf test results of a Student were below the 87.5% evel, 1.1e follOwIng

procedures weve followed:

75%-87.5% subtest on unit

.1As than'75% and first attempt - repeat unit

less than 75% and second or greater attempt - see'counselon.

,



4.

-rhose student assigned

session.- For"this session,

to a subtese attended i special lecture4counsel

seudents:had a list'of the objeètivee Which were
am,

relate4 to the Questions tbey had misped. Instruction for this group f

students might.be done in small"groups or individually during the session;
,

. ..- ,

.done as aq outsidv .stlidY assignment orirlond,as a math-helg lab assignmen
,-

Students in the Subtest group would seudy cOncurrntlythematerial'Ola.t.ed

-to. the objectives thav missed.a.s.assigned and'attend lettures on the next

unit. If the stu4enticoilpleted'the'as4nment on tho,missed oblectives, he
4

would take a dubtest-on thoSe objeCtives. tie passed th'e su test if he

Scored 87.'5% or better; if he failedvthe subtest, he repeated 'the unit.

Subtests varied in length according 'to the number of objectives misse'd.oO

'thp'original criteria tests. Subteits.conSisted of all itepss pertaining to

the missed objectives from ai randomly selected alternate form criteria test.

89.2% 'of the subtesi`S taken' in the winter semester of 1978 were passed.,

If a student scored less than'75% on his first attempt, he,was assigned

to attend the lectures for this unif a second time. In almost all cases, a

'different instructor would b'e teaching the unit-.

If 4 student scored le s than 75 and this was his second or greater

attempt, he was assigned to-a.faculty.counSelor. ,!rhe co=

options: subtest complete test, wOrkiag with the student IA self assign

ment to matt-1:171'4 lab assign a priVate tutor, or recommend: the .stildent drop

elor had .several

the course.

The.program was*administered in two-week periods

for criteria tests the last 211 daYs Of each t

Test rooms were open

o-week Ariod. Students could

come anx time during that time to take a criteria tesee Subtests dould,be
.t

'taken during the last day of the f'irst week of each period. 'Special testing



tites-were arranged in case of emergencies. .There were nostime limits bti
,

any CSBM.program test. All tests Were graded by computeroand results were

given in terms of objettives.
A

Student' ,.test: esults were ayailable Monday
41

iorningfalm4ing the test.

Students were required to complete course evalualtigne to Measure thi

aff6ctive domain. These evaluations we*e completed'during tile last period .

of each semester. Vie course evaluation was a 30 Item multipl,*hoice

questionnare. 4
, Follow-up studies in a more advanced math course we efdone to compare

students who.had been,rrolled in the CSBM erogram With students who did not

need the:program. In general the CSBM students completing units required

as prerequisites for the more advanced math course earned a higher grade,

(r-----

.

ont,average than the other students.

Ill

,-CPNTENT

The CSBM program was divided into,four ,courses: Course 1, Competency

Arithmetic - Units 177; CourseII 'Beginning Algebra - Units 8-14; Course III,

InterMedlate Algebra,- Units 15-21; and Course IV, College Algebra - Units

22-28. A list of the objectives for each unit appeara in Appendix I of this

report.

'-i:;E.VELOPMENT

A Chronologicardevelopment of thy CSBM program appears in Append

Whilethe directors felt, ba ed on their own experience and the research re-

Ported in. the literature,' a program using many of.the aspects of PSI and LFM.
.,

1

courses wvld be more effectiVe,. they were not able to anticipate pll of .the
.

,

problems that would arise and,: td many respeces they were too idealistic in
,.



their assumptions about remedial students' motivation to learn mathematics.

In some 'ways, Appendix 11 reflects the struggle between What was Practi6a1,
k%

'what logistics would allow and idealistic theory.

RESULTS
A

4 .

There were three measures of success of the-cognitive domaill'used, one

each for short; medium and long range results. The short range measure was

computed.for every two. week period;.the percent of students'who did not fail

(those who passed outig.ght plus those who passed bY a subtest). The-resill s

f this measure is shown.in Table 3 and Table 4. Table 3,is for thd Fall,

Semester 1975, approximately that point in the study where'the'program had

beeft finalized but not all yariables maximized. Table 4 contains the data

for Winter. Semester 1979.

Fall 1975

Periqd TestP Given

1 486

2 473

3 453

4. 403

395

345

7 243

Passed, Percent

381, 78%

356 75%

289 -642

260 65%

240 61%

.186. 54%

85 35%

Total

410

2798.

Table 3



'144n er 19.79

Test Given:: Passed

61/ 677

:292C

'759

796

719 513

'599 397

509 260

Total 5625'

Table. 4-

Percent

70%

83%

79%

76%

7.1%.

SA

4137 73.W

13

The, 1:adium range was measurtd by computing the percent of units-mastered

against-units attempted for each semeiter. Since students could choose not to.

take math.for a given two week Teriod and oiften did this beCause of the ptes-.
.e

of other'courses, units attempted waS used inead of credits enrolled

fori-th base of this measure. This measure shows the-percent of students who

attempted a particular unit.and by.some weans eventually mastered, that unit.

Table 5 shows the results for Fall Semester 197'5 and'the WinterSemester 1979.

-
Fall 1975 Wieter 1979 '

Uits Units Units
. Percent 'PercentAttetpted Passed Attempted. Passed

2328 1797 -77.2 4816_
_ N.

Tablt 5'

Ile long range Measure_is a measure of the sUccess rate of CS4M studeatadi

compared to hon7CSBM students taking a 4Ore advanced math_class, MTH 116. The
.
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greatest numher of CSBM graduates 1.Tho enroll in more advanced. math classes
A

enroll,in MTH'116, a pre calculus math fo_business students. ,A feW enroll

in MTH 106, trigonometry, or MTH 130, a pre calculuS-math forartsand science

students., Thispea'sure ha only beed\computed for the last thr4eyeai-s,e-
v

' cause the nutber qf students completing the CSBM program: and enrolling. in

.

MTH 116 wds not laue enough to_besignIficant. Tab1e 6 contain's these,

results.

1.1

2.36 Meati GP
2-- 860 students

1

GP

Fa11-1976-Winter 1977

th.

1

Suggested PrerequisAs
Level for M116

2. 6

11 12 13 14 15 116 17 118 119 210 Z 1 22 213 24 25

- Mghest CSBM unit Completed 1

73 CSBM students

Mesh GP

2
,671 'student's

Fall 1977-Winter 1978

10

3

2.60 .

2

Mean, GP

14 15 16- 17 18 21 2 213
"1"

ilighest CSBM Unit Completed

Fall 1978-Winter 1979

210 CSBM students

22

2: 60

40. 11. 12 13 16 27 18 19 20 2r. '.2.3 24

Highest .CSBM Unit Completed

Tab1e46 1 fr".1

205.CSBM students

A
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LongAange evaluations are critical because we do ,not always teach

what we think We te.ach. TAlk is,.we think We teach so that oui students

learn:math; however, evaluations of stud nts (consequently, an evaluation

15

, of teaching success) measured one.or more years after students complete a
.

course have indicated that taott remedial -siudents,have little understand-

ing,óf previously,learned mathematids. Ftesults from our early attempts
`\

#

to measure IOng,4te?m effects agreed with the research literature which

.indicated that t'radicional 'methods and materials were not effective for

die,long term: garly long-term measures in CSBM.were obtained by cómpar-

ing the exit point with rp-entry placement of students who left.the.progtam

fOr one or more semesters. With improvement in materials which put less

stress.on memory and moce emphasis on undetstanding, the difference be-
e,

tween exit and re7entry was reduced to 1 unit-or lAss for Rpst students.

.,On the attitudina14art orthe Course Evaluation,students had thp

choice of four repponsevto each qUestion: strongly agree, agree', disagree,

and strongly disagree. .The responses strongly agree and agree were consid-'
a

ered favorable;,all other responses, includtag. no response to an item was

donsidered unfavorable. Table 7 lis t the percent of favorable responset

by item and by'semester.

.In general the Prcent of fa6 able responses declined as the. numbet

of studets n the,prograth increased. Mete are twq main, factors that

influenced this decline: . as the student population ireased the program

.became more,pressed to treat students as individuals '( he prograg had to

rely, more on student kftitiative to come forward when they needed he4) apd

t

as the student population increased the prOgram needed more instructort

(the program had to re1 Y on an increating,number of'instructors that Were

not as fayorable tó the programand 1:ts purposes). The.questions in the_



.

Table 7

Question F'74 W'75 F'75 W'76 F'76 W'77 "17'77 . '78 F'78 W'79-

1. I prefer _this integrated lecture.4independent
study approgich ta the system withaecture only.

84 82 85 186' 83 75. 78 75 70

I leayned a great deal in this course 86 85\ 85 86 85 411 71 72 70 61

3. I would recommend this cogyse to my friendt. 78 78. 14..79 85 81 75 64 58 38

se .

4. My attitude t ward turematics has improvpd. 75 75. ,0 71 74 - 66 : 59 60 . 53 45

.

a

'5. I able to achieyi the objectives in mast
units. .

,

'44

86 8k 91

4

92 93 93 85 84 84 78

The plaCemeat test correctly determjned the
proper 17eginningvaint for'me. 1.

76 , 85 68 . 75 66 .71 64 72 60 58

I found the lectures useful and helpful. 95 9 81 79. 82 77 68 77 73 66
,

The lecture instructors were well prepared. 85 81 79 80 78 78 70 76 1.1 69 64

The text materials were a great help to me. 79 77 89 A7 86 84 82 84 83. 74

1 . The text was clearly written.* 69 62 79 75 71 73 75 70 73 61

11. I found the lab u'Leful.* 81 81 76 .7 85 80. 63 64 63 7016
,

,77

12. It was always possible to get into the lab,
even during peak hours'

80 78 70 78 '63 00 38 51 45

1 . The lab instructors were-alwaYs freb to help
vie whenI needed he10.*:::

64 71 66 74 64 61 , 43 50 49 48

14. The lab instructor ere very.halpful.* 81 85 ; 84 09 81. 76 71 67., 69

15. The lab instructor re well prepared.* 71 75 77 78 67 64 70 . 66 66 65

The'-tutors were helpful:* 87' 88 9,2 9 9I

.

80. 77 73 71 72

Mean Favorable percent on questions 1 6. SO 80 79 82 76. '67 70 01

a

*Indicates that' only, these student who actually used thi; proCedure in quest on were cons dared. 0
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Course Evaluation can be separa ed inr() three,groups: thoie that had'a

17

fav rable7percent decrease more than the mean decrease (questions 2, 1 4,

and 121, thoSe that'decreased about the smile as tlie 1 n (4UestiPs
4 '4
8, and 13) 4nd those7that had a favorable-perdentedperease less than the.

mean decreasS (questions 5, 9, IQ, 11,14 .15 and 16). Imprdvement in

text materials and a better-Jan:Train:for:training lab instructors and tutOts
-

, w.

.ptibbably' atcbuntsfor the more faVdrable result in the last'group of
1

questions.

ANALYS I S

The test results of-the CSBM progrmn generated a large amount of data

each t!wo week period and since units were taught each period, the data

collected in a period.was, in.many respects, equivalent to that cpllected in

a semester in other programs. Three basic types df analyses were used-to
p.

pinpoint problems regarding students mastery of Concepts: a question

.response analysis, an objective6jy test analysis, 'and a.total Objective.

analysis. 1Early'4.n the devel pment -of the program,a fourth analysis was

used, a question difficulty analysis. Samples Of each analysiS is shown in

Appendix III.
*

The question response-analypis lisps the.percent of responses to each.

distraotor and correct aftswer for each question. .1n general, any question. .:. .

that did tot have a COriett response between 65t and 92% 'was revie ed.

I ,

Qsttis that had a correct response.greater _than_92% were_reviewedsee
.

-.if the plausibility.of the distractors goad be'improved,or if a different

question might be d better_te_al_gtf that concept. Questions that bad a cor

rect response less than 65% were review-ed for'correCtness,- clarity, and.the

possibility of restating the questibn. the question was acceptable the

* , .

111
.

A

4
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low correct response was attributed to poor-text materi*Cand the texts wale

modified accordingly.

The objective by test analysis lists the percent of correct responses

to each objective. 'Most.olijectives were tested by two Questions, a few by
. .

, .
,

threeor more questions, and a. few by only one questibn. Objectives that.,
.

-

did not have...a atrreot response greater than 72% were, revieWed. Eor those

objectives that were tested y only on question this analysis.did not add

-
any.new information, but fat most objectives it provided comparative data

on questions of the same test concerning that objective as well as sets of'

questionl on different tests concerning that objective. Criteria tests were

prepared in pairs; that is, forms Al-and A2 would contain the saMe questions

but the order of the questions would be permuteth Tests were given an alpha-
.

numeric form code'to identity Author and pair. ,Many units had 16 or more,

test forms of which 3 to 5 would be in use at any given time.- Information

'31,,aintd from this analysis helped improve test questions and pinpoint weak

areas in the.text material. Early in the development of the program infor-

-mation troM this analysis helped to improve the objecEiveS for each .unit.
,

Sometimes it,becamenecessary'to rewrite an objective that encompassed $Oo

much material as two, or more simpler objectives or it bec

rewrite an objectkve in a more tstable format.
,

e necessary to

Information froM the t tal objective analysis was used to reorder the

sequence df units primarily placing more difficult units later in Aese-

quence.. The-total objective analysis listed the percent of cOrrect responses

to an object*e using the data from all test forms. If the total correct

responge to an objectiye'was.72% or greater and if'the questions Concerning

that-objective were satisfactory .according to other criteria then that
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,ptijective -was consadered acceptable:. ;:la inits 1-T24 there were a:tota1 of

549 objectives, of 'these .441 (:0.3%) Were acceptable as of Fall 'semester '

478. Table 8 summarizes this data.

Fall Semester 1978'
"or

Unit
Correct

Less thail

72%

Aesponse
Greater
than 72%

Total
Objec-
tiNies

Unit
Correct

Egss than
72%

Response
Greater
than 72%

.,-

Total
Objec-
tives

_..

1 .3 30 .33 13 7 19 26 .

2 8 -10 18 14 1 ,19 20.

3 4 19 23 '15 4 20 24

4 3 24 27 16 1 19 20
. ..

5 10 13 23 17 , 3 17 20

6 2 2L 23 18 23 - 25

7 8 12. 20 19 5( 17 22

B '4 21 25 20 5 14 19
*.

9 7 17 24 21 6 16- 22

10 1 -23 24 22,

..

4 28 32

11 7 15 22 23 4 19 23

12 2 18 20 24 6 18 '24
. _

Table ,8

Information from. this analysis was used in planning the sequences of

units and later iw'altering: that sequence. The final ys4uence of the units

.,in the CSBM'program does not agree with traditional organization of material

reSpects (see lieppendix I). ThiS diffet:ence tost apparent;in the

_sequence for Units 1521.

There ell7e three UnIts that had a percent of acceptable objeetives con-

siderably less than the average' of 80.3%: -Unit 2 (55 6%),. (56.5%),.

and, Unit 7 (6Q%). Most Students whowere placed 'in ,I.Jnit 1 (Operations with
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Whole,Numbers) or Unit 2 (Operations pith Decimals) probably have mathem4i-

cal backgrounds so deficient that, it is unlikely they will,o-be able to -cm-

pleie a university degree.. Often these studehts have weaknesses in other
)

Content areas, particularly English as well as mathematic0. The sections-
-

-
of Unit 2 that cause the Tost trouble are those that are concernedVith the .

algorithms for Multiplying and diViding decimals. Unit 5 (Qperationi Involv-

ing Percents) repeatedly.cauSes problems in most curriculums. As many math

instructorS can testify, studentswho do well in.mathematics frequently

have some trouble with operationsjand problems involving percents. The
A

.sections of Unit 5 that particularlY cause troubleitare those concerning

"mixed notation,"-such as 66 2/3% and .25% and solving word problems in-

volving percent. Unit 7 (Metric Measurement)-seems to caUse trouble because

most studepts.are Unfamiliar with me,ric units of measurement. The. sections

Of Unit 7 that cause the-most problems are those'c ncerning arend volume

(capacity).

DISCUSSIO_N ANIR CONCLUSION, PART

In the deVelopment of the CSBM program, every attempt was made to idenN

tify all variables that'had an'affect on the learning.of remedial mathematics.

Some.of these variables were labeled critical as they had a great affect on

that learning and they were variables'that could be*manipulated and controlled

by instructors. There were four critical variables identified by the research

connected,with the development of the CSBM:progmm:' 'memory, Math reading,

short content units and objective organi4ation.

Part I of this-section. will concern itself with an in depth discussion
,

A t

Of the four critical variables. This will.be followed in Part 11 by shorter

*0/

discussions of the remaining variables.
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ROLE,OF MEMORY'

7
21

\

There is a,long list of items that should be and usUally arie Memorized

in iAthematica. This list begins-with the' basic fiacts ahd inCludes zuch

items as algorithms for opera0 ting with real numbers Pythagorean Theorem, .

,
etc. However .the to4al o math cannot be memorized. While,the. :list of

t 4

.items to be memorized varies for differentmath classes and fordilferent'

students, at somepoint, in each math clasa an understanding of tile topic-
, !

must occur if a student is to "learn" that topic. We have found that in a

,typical.remedia program ;GO much of each topic is membrized and too lit le

is understood.

Traditionally, the "modus operanda" for teaching remedial as well-as

most mathematics is to present a new,topic by rules and examples which is

supposed to convey meaning.and understanding to th stUdent; then makp an

40-0 -assignment where tye-exercises oan be succesSfully completed by blindly apply-

ing,the procedure exhibited in the examples (Laing 1973). We have found that

rules And examples by themselves- seldom result'in understanding a true know-

ledge of the.topic. When atudents say, "Don't explain it, jilst show me how.-

to. do are expressing that pattern of teaching foste ed by the

traditional a oach. By making this_and similar statements, students ihdi-

cale that they that math need not be understood but only Menoriied.

Remedial studenta tend to view math as a great collection of disjointed

facts and algorithms that must be memorized'.

We have found that remedial stud ts have non-effective study habits,

almost always limiting math study and homework to "the night befpre a test.

'Such cramming for a math test is often considered as the best course of

action, based on the student's empahsis-on the'role,of memory, if one

Wishes to pass that teat. Further, in the-mind of these students, passing.



a math test by sheer mem:try is equivalent to understanding the topip,

At this point one has to become., subjectiveto. *d1)rmine what 'aspects

22

Zt)instructibn itprove the-understainding o topic. . Certainly teaching.fOr
! *

understanding does not prel/ent.memOry'losS p'er*haps it may'retard:Che loss .* .

*

rate, but.a-facOor,process thatAs not used frequently i lost fraud

, . : -.

dla p -recall heeher or not. itis luidetstood. ,1016r.dxperptee Ji4s4ed-ua to
,

. t

,beliee that the aiffirence'between students who learn throtigh7.understanding
. 1..

.and those attidents who memorize iS7not meMory loss but reconseruction'abil-
0

ity. EvidenPe of'1111bk of recoipstruetion ability is illustrated in the'fol-

lowing examples. -Recently the iath department decided it was necessary to

have tests .available for the purpose of advising freshmen and tran fer4'

students. SOme Gf the questions selected for these teSts were taken frma

the question bank of the CSBM pfogram. 'One question of the typ6, "Vbat,i

the axea of.a!3 by 7 rectangle? (a) 10 sq.. units, (-b) 20 sq. uni (c) 21

sq. units, Cd) can remember the formula, (3) none of these," became inter-
_

eating in the context of reconstruction ability. When this question was uped-'

in a-CSBM criteria test. diStraCtor "(d ,was never picked by the students.

ause of this fact we were surprised that when this ques vas used in

advisement test, distractor (d) as picked by,10% to 15% of ihe students.

Students who understood,the concept of area wpuld .if necessary,' reconstruct

this concept by making a. sketch of a.3 by 7 rectangle and then computing i.t%.

-
area by countiTtRe squares. 'In contrast, those students who thought of

,

,

area as a &et of memorized formulas chose distractor (d)" if they Could

not-remember the formula.,

The second example cdneerns ,students who occasionally come in fOr help

r
.410, in phemistry. In chemistry powers of ten are uSed in scientific notation and'

metric measureMent. Usually a student in this situation, given the problem

-5
-834.64 10 ..to. change to scientific notation,.will state', "I knot- you move

4,

4,



the decimal point 2 places, but.I don't know whether 8.3464 ..10 or

-3
-8.3464.410 is the answer." Traditionally the teaching of rules-such as,

"move 'deciMal point Tight (left) when ." are favorite methods fof many

inatructorslefta.students, The memory loas of these rules,,together with

the lack of understanding about omations-involving powers of ten has con-

tributed to reducing this student's ability to reconstruct'. Pur experience

indicates that teaching of rules and'formulas -in cookbook fashion prevents

students from understanding related concepts._

Research has indicated that the human brain has the ability to memorize
.1

non-trivial methematicarfacts and algorithms Without underatailing the.re-

lated concerA. Unfortunately, such-memorized facts:and algorithms are short-

erm'and yirtually not reconstruCtable:; asa cpusequence, remedial students'
-

4

taught-by traditional, methods ve to be retaught every two:to four. years.

While memory is an 'important ingredient.in the total learning process, .it

cannot be the Onlyingredient if utilization of'math by.thq student is,a,

goal. Remedial
t

students can unde stand and need explanations of concepts.

These explanations must, however be given in their linelage and must relate

to and extend-previously le:a.*ned cohcepts wheneyer possible. Memory should_

be preceded by concept explanation and rules should be developed as a con-

sequence'af this expla4ation.%

In Conclusion our experience allows that one of themaj dr instruction

goala should be-to increase a student's ability'to reconkruct.

READW-AND VOABULARY

:4n the preceding section, mention-was.madd that the language-uded for

explanations should,be compatihle with the language underatood'by remedial

students. Too Often, because this difference between math langua e
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,(vocabulary) ahd student,language (vocabulary) is so great, explanations

are completely 'left out of exiiting'remedial t6it, material. The following,

a convergation between a man and, hisson, illustrates tlie mathematics xe.ad-

ing problem. Son, "May I go out and play ball now? I worked all Ole prob-
.

lems." Father, "No, I think you Should read and,..study your math text go.

that you:will understand the topic better." Son, "Aw-Dad, nobody ever
.1

1

reads a math text,",Unfortunately, we vould agree i41th the son. Histori-

cally, the area of math reading and vocabulary, has been one of low priority.

In fact, we have created for remedial math Students a cor.stitutional

the right of no responsibility for reading math texts. Research indicates

that,the percent of mathematical terms and_symbols understood by students,

in-.particular, xemedial students, is very small, Klun (1976). Further, stu-
.'

dent initiated text reading as part of.doing.homework is seldom done.

haVe been ailz.le to verify these research results through eXperiences and stu-

Z
dent surveys in otr own program.

Our student surxeys indicate that remedial students, if they 'study math'

on a regular basis, use the following approach:

1. Attempt to ao all homework problemg assigned,

2. If there is difficulty in doing a problem pr group of probleths on the

hanewOrk',

a. A small percent of student attempt to read and gain understanding
from their lecture noltes. This group a limited because many do not
Like notes and.others who do cannot read their. notes.

A large percent call-oh a friend for help. (rhis'procedures has been
-a long-standing excuse for highschool or coilege.saidents to make'
telephane calls or. meet with,friends.)

3. If all else'fails- ask in'Structor the next day in class for 'help.

'Futther, our surveys indicate that students' choice of textbooks are,
ty,

hoseyrittewwithout explanations, proofs, and other exposito material.'

-a
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'Ibis unfortunate student preference often places instructors In a situationT.

where they must attempt.to do the leirning for'the student,,

In the sto y above, when the father atka# his son to read and study

the text material, he was making a logical.request within his'own fraMe of

reference. As a successful business man: he knows from his own experience

that when a topic needs, to be studied andrunderstood, reading must be part

df that process. In terms already used in this report, the father was

stating that not only is reading a necesbary part of understanding but,that

there isa direct relationship between reading and a student's ability to

rec nstruct. ,That is., if 'you have succesSfully used,reading to help Under-

stand a.concept, -you create confidence in your ability to use reading to

reconstruct that.knpwledge again at a liter date.

In our quest to seek,information 'about the teaching of reading and
A

vocabulary in mathematics, we were extremely.disappointed that we were not

able to find .(outSidd of several individual instructo ) any p ogram--math
.

or reading--in odr K.-college education system that cohsidered reading math

important enougb to inve tigate methods-or develop materials to in'orese

this skill for students._AS a result we decided tO prepare:our own text and

other materials.

InTreparing our own materials, a number of debisionsjiad to be made.

14e found pvt that itwas not possible to get a group of instructors to. agree.

.on.a precise curriculum (set of objectives) for remedial math. We needed a

pricis.ely stateedet of objective& to carry odt the creation and preparation

of material& in:iine with Other-decisions wd.had made. Some Of the other

decisions about materials were:

A



1) 'Limited Vocabulary - Level of Language

2) InclUsion of Special- Feattrea to Teach Reading

3) Limited Topics.

4) Organized in Two-Week Slocks

5) Organized by Objectives

A limited mathematics vocabulary was used to lessen the differences

26

.bet een math language and Audent language.. Since few if any of our reme-

dial students b%come mathematicians wt felt that mathem4tical rigor and

'elegance as pravided.in its langauge was not a top.priority. Instead we
4'

. .

used terms from high'school math,and common English with which students Would

be more familiar. However, not Tilting to create new language math 'terms-
..

were introduced and used when necessary and the creation of new* quasirmath

terms was limited. We also felt that the leirel of language shouldAmcrease

as the studeni progressed through the program. As a restilt, a non7mathema-

tical.term accepted and used in an early unit would'be replaced.with its

mathematical counterpart in later units. Am example of this is "oppOsite"
4

,which is used in high Wtool and,"negative" used in college texts. $upport

of this approach has come recently from Watkins (1979) who states that her

research suggests that texts be written in a style.cloper to ordinary English

than in a style using mathematical language;. Fey.(1979) states_that it ii

ironie.thatmathematics teachers so frequently voice concern over the

limited reading skills of their students when reading is the main focus of

elementary schooling.' Perhaps skills. iorereading mathematics need to be

specifically taught; Rising (1979) stated that,we must make every effort Co

express mathematics so that it tan be understood by thk non,luathematical stu-

dent; and finally Phillips (1979) stated that the vocabulaq'used in math

heeded special attention because it contained many double or multiple meaning words;

a
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Research on teaching reading of mReemst-tcs.is Almost non-extstent,

Kulm (1976) Earle (1976), and West (1977)1tere 'the only resources found.
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"ro aUgment this knOwledge, discUssions wereield with reading teachers and

reading consultants inelementary and secondary schools. Most of the sug-

gestions made concerning the teaching of reading required a substantial

,amount of time and-we felt that such amounti of increased time to teach

math reading could not .be justified. Tor example .ont such suggestion was-
,

to have students take turns reading the teit aloud and discuss what wat

read. However, based om the 4.nfordation and suggestions we collected, we

decided to include two feZturesto aid-in the specific'teaching of-the

reading of.math. These twp features, called-Reading Guides and Key Words,

ek first put in a separate Study:Guide for the students, however, we found
4'

tbat they were more effective di they.were incorporated into, the text... One

feature - used, Key Word's, had bell used previously-in mathematics text

books, a vocabulary list at the end of each Unit. The other feature, Read-

ing Guides, had notbeen used previously and Seemed, to have some potential,.

to ask students questions about what they had read. The list'of questions

could be'in written form and the style could be "fill in the blank" o

Niamplete the
,
sentence." Such a list Is usually compiled by Choosing iipor-

.tdet sentences from the textual material and deleting one or more words.

Our investigations have shown that the instructors' use of Reading Guides

and Key Words dzes improve reading and hence'improves A student's abilit,y

to reconStruct.

SHORT CONTENT UNITS

In vreviewingeXist ng textbooks aSpart of developing,the program

\

we felt that many of the- topicri inclqded in these,texts were not necessary



POr7reMedial students.- Inatead, it would.be better.tO concentrate on core

topics for mastery; remedial students often become overwhelmed by,the

-amount of content they are supposed to learn in mkth (not their favorite
4

subject). Closely associated With this problem is that of Organizing_text

* k
material into two-week blocks. We felt that in order to.have a successful

,
,.

program whichallowedfor.muItiple entry ana exit points andprovided an

individUalized 'unit sequence for'each student, high flextbility would be

4

needed. Such high flexibility, woad not take place within the framework

of the traditional semester based course. In addition, students who failed

or.could not master particular units should not have to Wait a full semester

before haviag a Second.chance. Such needs cannot be met unless text mater-
.

ials exist i short unite of equal tea.ching length. Because suchpmaterials

did not exi t other reason for creating new materials for the CSBM pro-

gram presented itself. :rhe directors -fouad that mathematics does not-lend

itself easily to being packaged in short units of equal teaching length. .

.A great amount of rewriting was necessary in order to modify and adjust

content into these short units; a two week period (sik-lectures) was finally
.

selected as t'he mest. practical time for the short units. In the final er-
.

sion Of theSBM-materials there are some differences in the amount of time .

..-/ .

.

needed tO teach Various-unitS; 'While most units can be taught in fiVe lee-
'',

[
. .

.

.turea allowing a-lecture for review and summary, a few units require six

lectures for complete presentation and occadiOnallyfor a particular grqup

of.-students, an instructor may need an extra lecture. The trade-6ff of

problems caused by attempting to package math content-into ttao week' units

with the,high flexibility gained by doing thia,..is well worth the effort.

*
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OBJECT I9 ORGANIZATION

At-the beginning.of each section of, each unit, a coded list of pertor-.

-mance objectives for that section isAiiven. A restatement of these objec-

tives then serve as titles for the appropriate.subsectionS. The objective

alpha-numeric code is placed in, the margin opposite related text material,

reading guides, exercises, and self-test questions. With this alpha-numeric

coilej students and'instructOrs can quickly and easily find all materials

related to a particular objective. In ,this sense, the)text materials have

beenorganized by performance objectives. Because the text material:was-

organizedliy objectives.it wase,relativély easy tO write,computer programs

to analyze the effectiveness of the tktmaterialfor each subsection (ob-

jective). ,After materials were taught by several instructors, student test

results were analyzed, since'each subsection of the text Is testeeby two

or three questions ny subsection that did not have correct student response

in excess of 72% was revised and rewritten until the desired results were
«'

obtained. Occasionaily, algorithms that traditionally appear in math texts

had to be replaced because remedial stuSents could not understand and master

the traditional algorithm at a high enough level. We found that the propo-

- sition that states, "the algorithms and' schemes used in learning mathematics

for mathematically inclined individuals, such as instructors, will also be

efflctive in teaching remedial students" is, by no means, a provable state-

ment. When we accomplishedthe goal of correct student responses exceeding

72%., we'-felt we had created a text that.IS readable hylmost students and

is teachable by moat insttuctore,.

The prOblems of the'. role'of Memory, reading,mathematicsShort content

units and, objective organization are all interrOeted and Nt individually

each is a problem-of many faceta. ,Insttuctors in other programs have found



our resulta or materials-useful in their own.prograMs (even thotigh their
,9

prograM may be substantially different from the CM program) in coping

with theselour critical variables.

DISCUSSION AND, CONCLUSIONS PARTI)h

INSTRUCTIONAL RELATED VARLALES

40

In Part I we distussed some of the critical'variables related to in-

struction: memory, reading vocabulary ,length f unitsi end objeciives.

'Part II we-will briefly discuss the other variables related to inatruction:

attendance, mode, repeating and aequence.

'Attend4nce

We have found that mathematics is,seldoth a favorite course for remedi.4.

students,:in façt, many state openly.their dislike,of math. The conse-

quence of this student attitude is that math, if studied at all, is the last

subject to be studied and often does not'receive its share' A the remedial

student's time and effort This situation in turn, requires that some as-1

pect of remedial programs must conCern themselves with applying prespure on

students for attempting and cothpleting math .assignments. One possible may

.of.successfully'applying such pressure is-through attendance. In the CSBM .

progrhm students were required to attend-5 Out of 6 lectures before they.

cald take a criteria test on that unit. If a student passed (got a score'

equal -or greater than-87.52) on tmo consecutive units, the attendance re- ,

quirement waa,maived. At any given time abot:It 287. Of the students in the

progr m had- the required attendance waived If. a student did hot pass a

unit ,the attendance requirement was reimposed. Since the CSBM prAram was

computer Managed attendance lists or decks of cards werd.easy to generate.

There are aeveral alternate Ways to apply.pressure on stUdents to do maths-
,

matiosand perhaps one.of these would4be.more effective. Table 9 contains

3



the CSBM attendancel,olicy.

4.

.CSBM Attendance Pp icy
(Fall 1978)

1. All students -(unless they have special assignment by director), mast at-
tend classes_5 or -more timeSto be able.pd take tests. (qreen Cards)

2. Students passing their tests with Procedures 1-or 2, for two:consecutive
perióds.earn. a yelloW attendance card'and full op ions. (Self-StudY)

Studentg lose yellow cards if they fail a unit

Students will Use signed attendance .cards tO.Signify'they are able'to
take tests.

5. Students who drop out for 2 consecuttve periods will be removed from ac-
-tive class enrollment (No Card)

Students on inactive enrollment can activate their status brseeing the
CSBM Secretary or the CSBM birector. '%c

7. Instructors return cards to CSRM offibe,' these will be filed and used for
test permission.

Table 9

'Mode

We experimented ith four modes of instruction; lectur math-help lab,

audio-tutorial, and private tutor. Most studenti seem to prefer the lecture

mode. At first,this surprised us since most of the literature available at

that time 'inferred that students would choose alternate modes of instruction

if they were available
' a

-because most,alternate

tion and this resulted

Ihe findings

tudies that

states:

in prior

aCcording tothe literature,-students would do this

medes'involved a.grehter degee_of student participa-

in improved achievement. Howeveri Smith4l978)

'of this study fail to support the conclusions made

the degree.of student participatiOttsignificantly in-

fluence4.achievement. One pOssible reason for this resul is that many
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studies concerning pupil participation have involved elementary school or

.high school ttudents rather than'college students. -It maybe.that most.

college students have become accustomed to playing a passive role during

les on presentations and tilus do not improve significantly, at least at

first if they are allowed to take a more active part in the learming. A '

second possible reason for this finding.is that there is no guarantee that

students are really 'passive' learners when they are not encauraged to work

problems during a lesson. Likewise, students are not mecessarily 'active'

learners when they do try to work problems diming a lesson. Eadh student

may process information in his ownLway and the format far reinforcement of_

this process may be of secondary importance, particularly for college stu.-

dents." Earlier Hoetker and Ahlbrand (1969) stated that'-if recitation (lec-

ture) is a poor pedagogical approach why does it persist; maybe mdpt itu-

dents are used'to ,this method and it is, therefore the most practical approach.

Less than 20% of the students enrolled in 'CSBM during the first years

of development-used the audio-tutorial mode.as ,a significant source of

instruction; as ar.esult as ,time and other pressures increased,-the audio-

tutorial materials were'not up-dated or revised. During the dame period of

time approximately 30% of the studenes.used the lab as a significant source

of instruction; the lab materials which were initially. separate Were up7

dated and integrated intotthe text materials.

In general, our surveys indicated that the students most likely to use

alternate modes of instruction successfully were the, lder students return-

ing to school after a period of several years of etployment or Military

service. In contrast the students leapt likely to use alternate modes

succeSsfully were. freshmen.



Private .tutoring'is discussed in thenext section.

Repeati,ng

, In developing the CSBM progfam there were certain areas, such as repeat7

ing, aboutwhich the directors had 'etrong'feelings. In these areas experi-
e

menting was limited. ,Our-feelings concerning repeating.were:

1) student should be allowed to repeat,

2) the period of time to be repeated' should be minimal, and

3) repeating should not be. unlimited.

Since most remedial ,students do not-have studying math as A high priorfty,

it is only realisfic 'to expect a.certain amount of repeating ta a remedial

program. Further, -the repeating time should not e a semester but be ap

short as,posSible and still be practicalt we decide-4, that,the time period

'should be two igeeks. After diacussions with other program directors we

decided against unlimited repeating. We telt that.unligted repeating
'

would encotirage same students to try and_5test out!' of a unit without making'

any effort to learn the material. As a result of some investigation we

agreed upon the following policy: If a student had made an honest efilert,

to study a-unit and he was unable to 1:tass the criteria test on.that unit
4

f for the second (or,more) time,'then'he would be assigned to a counselor,

(pc.ofessor) who would evaluate his attempt diagnose his weaknesses, and

determine a prescriptive course of action. The counselor is given the

responsibility of determining.whether or not.the'student has made an honest

effort to learn the unit. There are several options that a counselor may

use, ranging from suggesting the student drop the course or,repeat the

unit making effort'to learn the materials, to working with ihe student

or assigning a private tueor. The number of students iesigned to counselors.

2,
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inereased as Ihe semester progressed, bui was always less than 10%. In'turn,

the number of students assigned to private tutors was less than 1%. Private

tutors weie math majors and secondary math education majors who applied for
40.

these positionsi 'Potenrial tutorkwere screened and those accepted were

given some instruction on tutoring reciedial students. Tutors were.paid

. through a program sponsored'by the federalgovernment.

Content and Sequence

As mentioned earlier in this report, it is difficult to get an agreement

on the'content'and sequence f r remedial mathematics Program. When it became

necessary for us to write the CSBM materials, we started with a content that

was a composite of existing texts written for this'level; to this program we

deleted or added as suggested by reports.from MAA-CUPM for Basic Mathematics,

NCTM and others. Two content areas emerged as being particularly difficult

for .remedial students to mast thearea involving concepts using fractions,

-.- rational numbers or rat*pnal expressions, and the area involving concepts

'using exponents or eXpOnential expressions. After considerable experimenting

>

with the'amount and placement of COntent the first area was.taught in the

following units:

'.Unit 4. Operations with Fractions?

Unit 5' Operations Involving Percents,

Unit 10 Rational Numbers

Unit 19. Ratio:nal Expressions, tnd

Unit 20' Solving Different Types of Equatidns.
(Sections A and B-Eqiiations Involving Rational Expressions.)

The'second was taught in the following units:

Unit 1 Whole Numbers
(Section CS-Squares and Square R ) ,

mit
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P

Unit 12 Integral Exponents,

Unit 15 Radicals

Unit 18 Rational Exponents, and

pnit 20 Solving Different Types of Equations.
(Sections C and D-Equa ions that Involve Exponentials with
Rational Exponents.)

These presentations represent a significant departure from traditional teeat-
,

ments which consist of at most'two review style chapters on each content area.

RevieW 'sty0 materials do not correct real and majOr mathematics' weaknesses

in remedial students' backgroundi.. BecaUse of the'amount of data generated

forteach two-week, petiod it was relatively easy to spot weaknesses and

measure Vie effect cif modificatibn In content in the CSBM text matria1.

1A7

EVALUATION RELATED VARIABLES

EMT..

Because of the problems of grading, analyzing, and providing feedback

to students'and instructors, it was imperative that test grading .and test

results'be in a style easily computerized. This in turn meant we must use

multiple-choice tests. At first we had apprehensions about using only

multiple-choice ,tests; however, as we experimented with tests of this typ,

ost of those apprehensions were alleviated. Suydam (1974) states: "I

general' scores on multiple-choice tests were comparable to those/that would-

4

be obtaired from free-response testsy for the same 'level of content.

Further Suydam staies that multiple-chOicertestsshave a hiih reliabi;ity,

can bp controlled as to the number of questions per objedtive, and $an-pro-
,

vide a, more adequate measure Of gany objectives than other objective type

. tests. Multiple-choice tests can be used to measure a student's ability VO:

A 4
recognize facts, or relationships, discriminate, interpret analyze, make

I.
39



.. inferences, and:polVe problems.

To avoid problems up.ing multiple-q.hoice type tests, effort muSt be

made to generate good tests. Some procedures which we found helpful for

doing this are stated below. Whenever possible nag tests started as a

free-response.type; commonlyrecurting student morg- were then used to

.create distractors for a multiple-choicetest. Cprnmonlyrecurringerrors

noted in the Classr9oM, lab,:or by counselors were also,used for this pur-
,

.pose. Each of the. five diPtractór positions (foils) were^Used as the cor-:

,

\rect response equally often on each test, We occasionally used_"all of
4

these" or 'none of these' as distractdis to discourage a stddent from

starting with ale answers and.wotking backwards to try and reconcile their'
-

awn attempts. In certain sittati ns wealso used,distracto s "Sometimes,-

-Always, Never:' in place of 'True False." Thewse-of "Sometimes Almays,

Never" allowed us to measure a student's understanding of the-critical

role of a clanse like n 0 in.a st4tenient like."1 7 1."
-

We made every effort to ensuil. tha; tests did not contain "t ick"

questions, that is, the answers to.all questions or the'procedures for

solving,all.problems-are given in the text material. Instructors were re-

'quested to discuss tests and test procedures with students before the .first

tist each semester. Farticuldrly, we wan ed students to understand our use

f special .distractors like all of these,

,Always Never."

,Some ekperimenting was d4ne with the set of questions used for a par,-

ticular test in an attempt to create a bi-modal-distribution as shown in

nnone of these,".o -Sometimes,
1

Figure."1.

41)
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UNIT NO FORM NO

16 l7 18 1g 20 2i . 23 24 27 J8-29 0 31 32 33 40

. Figure 1

Contrary to,research Byras (1978), we founS.that student success on the same

,set-ofiuestions could often be inn nced by whether or not the first few

_
questions of a test were easy or were difficult to ansker. Specifically,

,

two forms containing the same questions in different 'order were constructed;
, .r.

,

on.one form the 6 questions with lowest degree ok difficulty were placed
,

. .

first and on the othei form the 6 questions with the highest degree of dif-
"

.ficulty. were placed first. ,.The:disagreement with research was probably due

to the following factors: populationaused in research were tot remedial,

in most,cases subject content was not mathematics, and-the:degree of diffi- (.)

4
0

in many cases was determiniff subjectively. The difference in'student

success on the twoi forms seems. to be related to remedial students! study

41
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and lbarning patterns; since remedial students often atiapt to learn math

0
by membrizing, the anxiety level of these Students can be altered by 'these

two forms. Because tile success difference was more pronounced at the

lower end of the unit se uence, it is doUbtful that students whO have some

understanding oLthe mat rial tesied are affectekby the two test forms.

We also found that a mix of 1/3.of the tluestions based on information
A

An.

covered.by the Reading Guides together.with 2/3 on.information covered by-

the Exercises prbduced good'results. A typical distribution for. one of our

criteria tests is shown in Figure 2.,

7

UNIT NO. 3 FORM NO. A

P e.

16 f9 20- 21 22 23 24 25 2 27 28 29
SCORES

Figure 2
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Lepgth

.Because the average number of objective4 per unit iS 20,4d because we

wanted.to test each ,objective with 2 or 3 questions, it was naturalto

think of tests that would contain 40 to-50 questions. However, computer

printout doubled if we.exceeded 40 questions and exceeding this limitation

also increased some aspects of the CSBM work for the staff. Because ofthis,

except for scanners, all.tests contained,4.0 ques ions. We-did not find, this

limitation a severe ha dicap.

Tiri7e

4
Remedial:students often express 'anxieti taking Mathematics tests.

'This anxiety is often-based on a student .s previous experientes,of not being

able to complete maih tests.within a given time limit. There were no time

limits on' CSBM teats. Test roOms were provided during the last three days

of each tWo-week period and when students felt prepaxed their coUld.take the

tests using as mach time as needed. The result of this .policy .was that

withvery few exceptiqns, most..students completed tests in less time than
3

we would have alloWed under a more traditional setting. The average test

time vas 35 to 40 minuteS. We recoMmended to thohe students studying more
,

than one unit that they take only one test a.day..

Grades (Credit)

After lengthy discussions.within thp departmentit was'decided that.no

grades-would.be offerekonly,1_2 hour credit for each ,unit in a student's_

sequence that was successfully completed, a_nd no-credit ottie-Dwise. During

the Winter Semester 1979 the departmen't recommended that credit given fpr

Units 144 nox be counted toward graduation. This recommendation has been
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Aet,

approved by,the University Senate. An argument in opposition to this

policy.is that since.the university Jiad accepted studentS who had mathema-

tical weaknesses, since these weaknesseS wpre'real,,since the effort .re7

quired by most of these students to remove these weaknesses was not,minimal,

and since at most universities there exist credit courses that require leas

student effort; any credit earned by a student in the CSBM program should

count toward graduation as long as the student.has met all other require-.

mmits for that particular degree.

The maximum credit earned by a student in one semester *was

units passed) the minimum was, of course, zero; Most students

3 hours (6 units) and'are successful in earning this credit.

Feedback

As statdd by most studies, feedback

the CSBM program all criteria.tests were

the second week and sub-Asts during the

two-week period. Students marked opscan

processed on Saturday and Sunday of each

7 hours (14,

enroll for

e,
of test results is critical.

takenduting the last 3 da3Ts of

last day Of the first week of-each

answettsheets and.these were batCh

week by the cotpuier center. On

Monday morning following the tests, students could pick up their results

at the CSBM office. The criteria test feedback instrument was called "Star

'Card." A student's Star Card'contained the following data: studenf name,

student number, date, test procedure information, credit earn statuS.

along ith an array that identgied by objective the test items missed

by che student. The fi by, 8 array contained, asterisks to show objectives

'of the missed test items a sample Star 'Card is shown in,Figute 3.
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(STUDENT NAME),
(STUDENT NUMBER)

14 OCT 78 .

UNIT 13
FORM Al

ft

4.MATH 105.- CSBM
CREDIT 1.0

NO CREDIT 2.0

>YOU MUST ATTEND SUBTEST LECTURE FOR UNIT 13 AT 1:00 IN PE 128 TODAY. ON
tRIDAY OCT 20 YOU MUST TAKE THE SUBTEST BETWEEN 10-2. THIS SUBTEST CONSISTS
OF QUESTIONS RELATED TO OBJECTIVES:. Al A6 A7 Bl C3 D2,D3 E2. YOU MAY ALSO
START UNIT 14,

TEE NUMBER,OF QUESTIONS YOU MISSED, LISTED BY OBJECTIVE

A
1**

1' B

.1*

C
1

D.
1

H.
1

2, 2 2 2* 2* 2

3 3 3*` 3 3 3 3

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

5 5 5 5 5 5 5

6* 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

3* 7 7 7 7 7 7

8 . 8
*3

8 8 8 8

Figure 3 _

The credit information on this Star Card indicates that the student enrolled

for 3 hours, haa suctessfully maetered 2 units -(1 hour

-hours of credit still to be earned.

credit) and has2

A sample of the sub-teat feedback instrument is shown in Figure 4

(STUDENT NAME)
(STUDENT %UMBER) 21 OCT 78 - CSBM

RESULTS OF SUBTEST - PROCEDURE 2

TEST UNIT 16
FORM Al

C4

D3
2-04

PASSED

EI
2-E2

7 QUESIONS CORRECT, OUT OF 7

Figure 4

Fox each student taking a sub-test the computef

.nate test form and generated a card listing the

selected at random an alter-

questions on that form which
< .

S. 15
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the student must,do for.the sub7test. Normally students are not allowed

to see copies of criteria tests other fhan wlien they take the tests; this

has not been a probleesince t'he objective listing giveS a student All

thd information he heeds for studying.

Placement

The placement variable has, for'the most part, already been di cussed;

however, it is rthwhile to mtion again that students should have a

right to disagree with placement results and some procedure-should be pro-

vided to obtain additional data to helpmake correct decisions

-
Sub-Tests

The need for sub-tests grew from our concern for those students who
o

did-well on A criteria test but did noi-pass We experimented with various

options and multiple options but decided that.the use of written sub-tests

as the best solution. This concern was motivated by our belief in the

mastery. learning Oleory. BlooM.(1974): "Virtually all students could

learn excellently, mastery learning contended, if instruction were approached

systematically, if students were helped when and where they had jearning

difficulties,---." .Block (1979)' "mastery learning provides the class-

room teacher with one framework-for orchestrating and executing fine

generic teaching behaviorsdiagnosis, prescription, orientation d-

back, and correction Anderson(197§) "LFM programs attemptto accomi

---modate:-students by identifyirigLerrors and 'misunderstandings-a-a-they occur

-and, then providing supplementary instrUctiOn to help students correct_.

-
thoSe errors and misunderstandings." Our, reseaXnias Verified that.

Learning For Mastery (LFM) type courses emphasizing diagnostic and pre-

scriptive procedurei increases.the number,of steudents who learn mathematics



. Further*, that the'sub-test procednre is effective in accomOlishing this

diagnosis and prescription.

Securi ty,

.43

When large numbers of, students are taking tests con various units on

a. walk-in basis it is-very difficult even under the best circumstances to

maiatain iecurity regarding tests. Although students taking copies of
4

tests from the test room was not common, ccasiohally did happen. The

best deterrent against such happenings was a large kiumber of forms of the
70

test for each unit. For many units we had 12 different forms 4for some

units we had 16.. Creating, typing, p o f reading, and.producing new test
;

forts takes a great deal of-time and effort. We hope to haVe theitardWare

and software available Soon for computer generated tests.

Mastery Leve

We have already discussed the mastery levels 87.5E)-used in the CSBM_.

program. The mastery levels are dependent 'on the goals 'of the course,'the

objective's of each unit and the tests used. We feel our tests are not
No.

difficult in the sense of containing hard questions but they,Are2complete
, 1

in the sense that every objective is tested. If we have erred in choosing

the mastery level, we have erred by using a mastery level that'is too low.

We.have verified that if teits and mastery levels are reasonable, students

will raise (lower) their efforts to meet expectations.

-MATERIAL RELATED VARIABLES
40

The text, lab and audio-tutorial materials were independentand

sepdrately bound at first, and* as, alreadY dise-nssed were later integrated

into a single text. The integtated materials had several advantages, the



greatest advantage was that students could More easily .keep.track of one

item than several separate ones. In the process of integrating-the

materials one type of laboratory exercise which was an effective learning

tool was deleted. This.type of laboratory exercise was based7on the

Piagetan concept of reversibility. After a student had demonstrated his

ability to work 4:particular set,of exerises he was then asked to make

up his own set-of exercises for another student or the lab instructor to

work. In,additibn these students,;were asked to have the correct answerA

to their exercises and be able to explain hoW to work them-to othef

dents. Thelligher cognitive levels required to Make up and explain ho

to do a seflof exercises gave these students bett r understandin s of

mathematical coneePts.

COURSE MANAGEMENT REI:ATED VARIABLES

Computer Management

In a remedial program in'volving a large iumber of students in Which

I

te ts must be graded and evaluated, student feedbaCk Of results generated,

sis made, lists in.various categories determined and printed, and

- records kept; computer management must be used. We deVeloped management.

programs Which gave us a ,high degree of flexibility thus allowing us to.

7

maximi;e and individualize learning by our students

Number of Students

TheCSN &ram began with 112 :students in the-:FaIl-Smester, 1978.

Certainly as the number of students increases it places an'ever increasing

n

strain on the ability of the-program to maintain a quaUty education for

all the students.; particularly the'individualized aspects of the program

r-
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0

ari more difficult to maintain. Because of this problem the department

d ided to limit CSBM enrollment tO 1000 studenta d semester beginning
7

i h the Winter Semester-1979. Unfortunately thiSlimitation.on.enroll-

:ment:has Already created a backlog of students wishing to enroll in the_L,

program; this backlog is of sufficren/t size.that the limitation on.. enroll-

mént will have to be removed. It is very possible thaX the enrollMent in'
.

CSBM will exceed 2000 students 4 semester within the next few years.

When developing a program for remedial mathematics,.it.is natural to

have in mind the relatiye size of that pOgram;ve had invisioned the rela-.

tive size of this program to be 600 students.a seMester. As student enroll.-

tents reached 800-1000 students, we'began to experience problems with Some
1"

of our procedures. We became totally computer dependent and .super sendi-

tive to computer plow doyns an4,breakdowns. It.became obIllous that we
0

must be able to exercise more direct control over the computer management

programs and the department purchased a micro-computer system to achieve

the deaired control.

Instructor Assignment

e staff for the prOgramyas composed of five diffefent types of

personnel; undergraduates, graduate assistants, instructors on part-time

= assignment, instructors on full-iime asidgnment and instructors assigned

as counselors. ye,used tWo-different groups'of undergraduates in the

,CSBM program. .Students enrolled in Secondary Mathematics Teaching Methods

course,,MTH 461 were required as part of that cOurse to work one hOur a

week, in the CSBM-math-help lab. .In this situation tbey learned how to
)4 ,

'manage a math lab and.how to instruct nemedial students individually or

in small groups. *Students whothave Completed MTH 461 may enroll in MTH 562,



this As a-practicOm -Course where stucjeats attend seminars -Observe profes-
.

sors teaching units in the program, and teach'units under the direction of

the profeSsor aasigned to MTH 562. Frequently-CSBM students have commented

that they feel these undergraduate instructors are the best."

There ate a few problems connected with the assignmest of instructors;

'1.n addition to the usualtypes of problems related to personal preferences

of the level pf unit to be taught, there was one unexpected statistic. In

general, Jif an instructor was assigned to teach the same unit Consecutively,

he did significantly poorer as determined by the percent of'students who.,

passed that unit.

Permanent Files

Which records to create and'how. to store theM is mostly .dependent on

the particular situation and the facilities available. HOwever, students

do return to programs after missing several semesters, and it is very help-.

ful to be Able to look up previous .sequences and the success of these

Students. At the present time we are fortunate to have the flexibility to

have all of our records in'both printed "form and computer storage.

-AFFECTIVE DOMAIN RELATED VARIAB ES
_ .

Student Attitudes

There Is an adage that states: You can lead a horseto w ter but

you cannot.make him drink. A i)araphrase of this statement concerning

reme4Aal students and learning mat ematics is
1
certain

..
ly true. In the CSBM

program where we have'made an effrt to individualize the program, to

rsquire a reasonable level of masEe y, and to 14:6v de several atAnues for

student grievances; we feel that beyond this pont if.a college student
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does not make an honest effort to learn,'he is wasting both of our times'

and money. We have asked the program courlselors to be forthright in ad-

vising such students to drop the program. Most of the students in the

program.have or adopt the attitude that this ia their last chance and

their weakne,sses in math are standing in-the way of future success-in their

chosen fields. .Decause of this attitude they make an honegt effort to

:learn mathematics albeit somettmes-the lowest'priority when compared to

other subjects.

One interesting facet'of student attitude developed because the CSBM

vas a computer managed progr

/
This attitude allowed instructors to play

the game "us against the computer." That is, since all tests are.computer

graded and evaluated and since.student feedback is a computer generated.

card, students felt fee to enlist the help of...instructors totheat thd

computer." Thi,s team attitude was refreshing in li ht of the'fact that

. remedial students uSually adopt the attitude "us against the instructor."

Instructgr Attitudes

Most directrs of programs agree that there is little doubt that the

most influential variable concerning student success is the instructors.

. The best program with poor instructors will not accomplish as much as the

poorest program with good inStructors. The CSBM program was fortunate in

having a large,number of excellent instructors; however, we also had a

few instruCtors, for whatever the reason, who preierred notto teach. re-

"medial courses-4nd told this to their .studentS: Because students had a

.different instruCtor for:each two-week unit, the rappOrt between students .

and,directors or counselors was stronger than that between students and

;

1." 5



:instructors, As a result if an instructor made a derogatory remark to

48

students, directors or counselors were.so advised-by justifiably upset stu-
g

dents.. It is difficult to understand why some instructors do not realize

the tremendous effect their petsdhal attitude toward their students has

upon the success of those students learning the material they are teaching.

.In general, the: math department and the CSBM directors feel that we have

an ethical obligation to feach all students who are admitted to the uni,

versity and lurther we hdve the responsibility to provide a program that,

will enhance the learning opportunities of these students in. mathematics.

The cognitive domain is inseparable from the'affective'domain; students

are mbst successful in a congenial'environment

Counselor's Attitudes

I

Since the main function of the counselors in ,the progcam was to listen

t".

to student grievances and advise students having special difficulties with

mathematics; attitudes of remedial students was critical.

It'must be noted here that all of the counselors in the program deserve a

standing ovation for their rePolution of the trials and tribulatiops they

experierrced as a counselor in the program,

4

Concluding Remark

Spook (19.79) a ftiendly adversary of current educational practices,

stated: "AmeriCan schools are failing to educitte because they put too much

emphasis on memory de not stress mastery, and are-over responding-to the

'Back-to-Basic' movement." Our seven year developMental study-results'in-
,

dicate that while:empbasizing.memory pays off' in the short-term, it; leaves

116 bankruPt in the.lOng-term.
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UNIT 1: OPERATIONS WITH-WHOLE NUMBERS.

ADDITION

OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily completed this unity-you should be able to:

4

10

Al. Label the parts of an,Addition problem. 7,

A2. Add twO.whole mumbers using a_number lirie.
A3. Identify nd use the basic properties'of-addition.
A4. Identify a use the-special pro ertiotzero.
A5. Complete-a t ble of basic addi ion facts.'
A6. Add two or.more numbers writte in,exPanded notati n.
47. Add tWo or More whole numbers.

,

SUBTRACTION

.B1. Label the, parts of a subtraction prOblem.
12, Relate subtraction problems to addition,problems.
B3. Complete a table of basic subtraction facts
B4. Determine the, differen5e of two.whole numbers,
'B5.. Determine the difference of t;q6' whole numbert involving borrowing

(regrouping).

0 ,

MULTIPLICTION OF WHOLE NUMBERS
0

CAe Label the parts of a multiplication problem.
C2. Ifiterpret multi!plication as repeated Addition or as a Cartesian product. .

C3. Identify and use the basic properties of'multiplication.
C4. Identif); and use the special property of 1.

.

C5. Complete the table of basic muItiplicatIon fasts.
C6. Multiply using expanded notation.
C7. Multiply whole numbets.
CS, Identif Squares and Square. Roots.

DIVISION QE,..yHOLE, NUMBERS

&. Recognizelrhe three nOtationa'used Ter division.
.

.

D2. .Label the parts of a diviSion problem. ,

-D3. Relate, a:dtvision problet to a multipikationikroblem.
D4. Recognize that-division by.zero is not.defined'.

'D5. Complete the table ef the basic division facts,
D6. Identify and.use t* procedure for division.

A47. Deteriine the quotient of' cia0 whole numbers. .



SOLVING WORD.PROBLEMS,

El. Tranglate mathematical statemeruS to English statements.
E2. SeleCt an appropriaie variable to represent the tTknown part of ark\

English statement.
EL Select the apPropriate mathematical operation for an English statement.

_E.4. Select the_appropriate mathematical relation for an English statement.
E,5. Translate English statements to mathematical statements.

UNIT 2. OPERATIOTZ WITH DECIMALS

INTRODUCTION TO DECIMALS

OBJE4EIVES
t,

When you have satisfactorily complited this unit you should be able to:

Al. Identify the Place Value of a digit insdecimal fraction.
A2. Compare and order-two dfiCimal fractions. '
A3.,.Round or chop, a given.decimal fraction to a given place value.
A4. Identify or-list a decimal fraction between two given decimal fractions.

i6D1TION AND SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS''

Bl. -Identify i!like" lermi in decimals':
B2 Represent'addition of decimalS- on a riumber:lind..
B3. State and use the procedure for adding-two decimals.

-State and use the procedure for subtracting-two deciMals.
85... Round a sum or:difference. ,

MULTIPLICATION OF .DECIMALS,

Cl. Represent a multiplication problem by an array.
C2.

I
State and use the procedure. for multiplying two decimals.

C3. Multiply a number -by, a power ok,10.

C4. Represent a decimaI,in.expanded notation.
C5. Rotund a product.

DIVISION OF DECIMALS

Dl. Divide a decfmal by a natural number.
D2. Identify'equivalent divibton problem's:
D. State and identify the procedure for dividing two decimals.
1)4. Determille.Ehe:quotient when,the division involVes a non zero remainder.
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UNIT 3: .1311IME4FACTORIZATIONS, LEAST commpN MULTIPLES

FACTORS, DI VISORS; MULT1PLEIS, ,AND FACTOR I ZAT I ONS

OBJECTIVES

Wheu you have satisfactorily campleted thii unit you shauld be able to:

'Al. Ideutify and state the definition of d factor.
. A2. Identify and state the definl.tioneof a divisor.

A3. Identify and state the definitiod of a multipte.
A4. Use the divisibility rules for 2; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and AO,
A5. Determine all the fiators of a nuOer.
A6. State the definition for or identify a factorization':

PR IMES, COMPOS I TES, AND SPEC J AL NUMBERS

identify and state the definition of a prime number.
B2. Identify and state the definition of a composite number.
B3. Identify and state the definition of a sPecial number.
B4. tse the sieve of Eratosthenes to determine prime numbers.

FACTOR I ZAT I ONS

/9
Cl. Determine the prime factorization of a number.
C2. Determine air factorizations of a number.
C3. Identffy pairs of factorizations that are essentially the sam6.
C4. Identify pairs of factorizations that are essentially different.

THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF ARITHMETIC

Di. State and_identify the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic.
D2. Identify the' two charActeristics of the FundameUtal Theorem of Arithmetic.

.

D3. Determine if two numbers are,equal by examining their prime factorizations
D4: Determine the product pftwo numbers given their prime.factorizations.-
D5. Determine the quotient of two'numbers,given their prime factorizations.

1/4

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLES

El. Determine the set of common multiples 'of two numbers.s'
E2. Identify and state the definition of the leasieommon multiple of two

numbers.
E3. Identify the two characteristics of the least common multiple of two

numbers.
E4. Determine the least common multiple of two numbers.
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'UNIT 4. OF,SRATIONS WITH FRACTIONS

INTRODUCTIONJO FRACTIONS

OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily completed this unit you should be able-to:

Al. Idedtify the number, the division probSem and the ritio.represented by
a given fraction.

A2. Identify the numerator and denomdnator of a given fraction.
A3. State the reason a denominator of a fraction cannot be zero.
AA. State the definition of a fraction.
A5. Shade in a fractional part of a geometric figure.
A6. Represent whole numbers as fractions.

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF FRACTIONS

Bi. Shade a geometric figure to illustrate the product of two fractions.
B2. Multiply two fractions.
B3. Divide two fraocions.

EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

Cl. Use.a fraction to represent 1.'
C2. State the definition of equivalent fractions.

C3. Expand a fradtion to a fraction with a given denominator.
:C4. Reduce a fraction to its simplest forth.
C5. Determine whether or not two. fractions are equivalent.

:11110

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF FRACSIONS INVOLVING CANCELLATION

`a.

Dl. Change division problems to multiplication pullems.
D2. Determine the reciprocal-of a given,fraction.
D3. Use cance.11ationdn computations.
D4. Identify the operations in word 1:Iroblems.

D5. Simplify complex fractions.

ADDI.TION. AND SUBTRAaT1ON OF FRACTIONS.

El: Add two fractions With common denominators.
E2. -Add'fractions-with-different denominators.
E3. Determine the lowest coMmondengqinator (LCD) of two or more fractions.
E4. Subtract'fractions.
E5. Chinge mixed-numerals to common fractions.

)

COMPARING FRACTIONS.
.

4 Fl. Compare two fractions with.common denominators.
,

F2. Compare two tractions with different,Oenominators.

ss



UNif5. OPERATIONS INVOLVING OERCENTS

dirRopucTION TO PERCENT

OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily completed tl;is unit you" should be able to:

_ _ _

:Represent a percent by A geotietri6 figure
A2. Change fractionS- 0 decimals.
A3. Change decimals to.fractiont.
A4. Change fractions to percents.
-A3. Change percents to fractions.
A6. Change.decimals to perceras. -

A7. Change ,percents to decithals.

MIXED NOTAT ION

Bl. Change decimals and frictions into percents that involve decimals.
B2. Change percents that involve decimals to fractions and decimals.
B3. Change decimals and fractions to peicents that involve fraCtions.
B4. Change percents that involvejractions to fractions and decimals.
85. Determine equivalent notations for families of percents.
B6. Determime equivalent notations foryercents less than 1%
B7.. Determine equivalent notations for percents greater than 100%.

OPERAT ONS INVOLVING. PERCENT'S

Cl. Determine the Sum (difference) of two percents.
C2. Determine the product of a numbei and a percent.
C3. Determine the quotient of a number divided-by a percent.
C4. Relate division and multiplication probleas' involving percen s.

SOLVING PROBLEMS INVOLVING PERCENTS

bl. Identify a rate.
D2, .Solve tate pro
D3. Determine the percentage in a basic rate problem,
D4. Determine the,rate in a basic rate problem.
D5. Determine the base in a basic rate-problem.7

UNIT 6, GEGMETRY

POINT, LINE AND PLANE

OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily'completed this unit you should be able to:

AI. Identify and use point and line.Ad"

59
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.A2. Iden ify and,use line segment and its measure.
A3. Iden ifrand.use * ray.
A4. Iden ify and use plane and space:.

ANGLES AND LINES

Bl. Identify and use angles.

*

132. Identify-thd'mepsure of an anile.
B3. Use angle measurement to classify right acute, obtuse, compleentary

'..land supplementary angles. ,

. .

B4. Identify'and use.the termd intersecting. lines,jvertical ahgles, linear
pairs of angles,.and perpendicular lines:

.

B5. Identify, .and use the terms parallel lines, transversal, and alternate
i4erior angles. ,

V.

TRIANGLE'S-

Cl. Identify and classify curves: .

C2. Identify a triangle.and its parts.
C3. Classify triangles by their angle measures.
C4. Classify triangles by the measures of their sides.
C5. Identify and 'use. the Pytnagorean Theorem.

POLYGONS AND CIRCLES

Dl. IdeTitify quadrilaterals, parallelograms, rectangles and squares.
D2. Identify polygons-and their'diagonals.and altitudes
D3. Identify a regular polygoft, +

D4. hfdentify circles and their diameters and radii.

CONGRUENT A D SIMILAR -TRIANGLES

El. Identify congruent lihe segments and congruent angles.
E2,. Identif congruent triangles.

'E3. Idén y and use SSS,,SASJ. and ASA.
E4. Identify congruent'polygons.
E5. Identify similar tciantles and, u&e AAA.and proportional side's.

UNIT. 7. ruut, MEASUREMENf

'MEASUREMENT PROCESS

-OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily completed this unit:you should .be able tol

tO

.Al. Understand and classify standard and non-standard units..
A2. Understand and use the metric system.of meaSuring Units.
1A3. Understand the use of estimation in measurement. --
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AA. Understand and uSe the-terms accuracY an4 precision.
,A.S. Understand the measurement.piocesS.

44 LENGTH

Bl. ,Identify and use the Metric mnits of length.
B2. Determine the perimeter.of geometric polygons.
B3, Determine the radius, diameter and circumference pf. cirCles

AREA

Cl. Identirfy and use the metric units for area.
C2. 'Determine the area of parallelograms.
C3. Determine the area of triangles and other polygons-.
C4. Determine the area of circles.

4

VOLUME

Dl. Use and understand metric volume measures.
D2. Determine' the vblumes of right prisms.
D3. Determine the volumes of right pyramids and cones.
D4. Detórmine the volumes of spheres.,

'CAPACITY., TEMPERATURE) AND WEIGHT

El. Identify and'use metric Unit/ Of:capacity.
E2. Convert Capacity units to volume and vice-versa.
E3. Identify and use metric units of t.,emperattire.

EL.. Identify and use the units of metc weight.

COURSE If. BEGINNING ALGEBRA

MIT 8, INTEGERS AND OPERATIONS NTH INTEGERS ,

INTRODUCTION TO INTEGERS

OBJECTIVES
;.?

-4PINten you-have satisfattorily-completed this unit-you shoula be able to:

Al. Identify or state the definition of a negative integer.
A2. Construct an integer number line.
A3. Determine the opposite of any integer.
A4. Deteimine the correct order relationship betw en two'integers.
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AppITION OF I!1TECERS.

Bl., Illustrate addition of integers on a. number line.
B2. Determine tbe sum ofa number a44 its oppoSite.
'B3. IdentifTthe special property of zero.
B4. .Determine the sum of twO.integers.

SUBTRACTION OF INTEGERS

Cl. Identify the parts 8f a subtraction problem.
C2. Change a subtraction problem 6 an equivalent addition'problem.
C3. Determine the difference of two integers.
C4. Determine.the difference'of two opposites.
C5. Determine the sum of more than two integers.

MULTIPLICATION OF INTEGERS

Dl.

D2.

D3.

D4.

D5.

Demonstrate,a
Determine the
Represent the
Determine the
Represent the
expression.

knowledge of multiplication as repeated.addition.
product'of.a natural number times a negative integer.
opposite of any integer.as negative 1 times.that integer.
product of two negative integers,
opposite of any expression ap negative 1 tim s that'

DIVISION OF INTEGERS

El.

E2.

. E3.

Change a division problem to.a related ultiplication problem.
Determine the correct sign for the quotient of two integers.
Determine the:correct quotient of two integers.

ABSOLUTE VAItUE

Fl. Determine the absolute value of a given-number.
.T2. Understand and use the .definition of distance.

UNIT 9. BASIC NUMBER THEORY

PRIMES AND COMPOSITES

OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily completed this unit you Jshould be able to:

or, factorization,Demonstrate-an understanding of the terms:
and divisOr.

A2. Determine all f#tors of:an integer.
A3. Identify prime integers.
A4. Identify compo ite.integers.



FUNDAMENTAL THEOREKOF ARITHMETIC

131.

B.
133.

B4.

B54

B6.

'Identify prime factorizatiOns.
Identify pairs of factorizations that are essentially the same..Identify pairS of factorizations that are essentially different.
State the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic.'
Demonstratean'understanding of the.Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic.Determine the prime'factoriZation,df any integer.'

,EXPONEtiTIAL NOTATION

Cl.

C2.

C3.

Write repeated factors in expanded nOtation.
Identify squaresland cubes in expanded notation.
Use exponential notation'to write the prime factorization of an integer.

COMPARINGINTEGERS'

Defermine if two integers are equal by examining their prime factori-'zations.

Determine the
zationa.

Determine the
izations.

.

,

product of two integers when given their prime factori-,

quotient of two integers when given their prime factor-

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

El.

E2.
E3.

E4,

E.

Determine the set of multiples of an integer.
Determine the set of common multiples of two or more integers.
State two main characteristics of the 1,CM of a(set of integers.
Find the LCM,of,tw0 integers.
Find the LCM of three or more integtrs.

UNIT 10, RATIONAL NUMBERS-

'INTRODUCTION TO RATIONAL.NUMBERS

..CTJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily completed this unit you should, be aki!_.e tOI

Al.

A2.
A3.
A4.

Identify an integer.
Mark and identify integerS on a numberline.
Mark and identify rational nuii,bers on a number line.
Identify:a rational number.

40 MULTIPLYING RATIONAL NUMBERS

g1. State and use the procedure for .multiplyi

4

Jo-
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g two rational numbers.



MULTIPLYING RAT I ONAL NUPOSRIS

82. ,Determine the. ccurrect,signfor
B3. Expand any fraction tO-a fract
B4. Reduce a fraction to simplest
115. Use cancellat,ion to determine

/

DIVISION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

.the product of.twaintegers.
ion with.a given denominator.

:

terms. .

the product of two or more rational

Determine the reciprocal of any given fraction.
C2. Determine the sigkof the quotient-of.two integers.
C3. Determine the quotient of two rational numbers by changing a division

problem:to a multiplication problem.
C4. Simplify complex fractions.

THRE SIGNS OF A FRACTION

Dl. Determine the opposite of an integer, and the opPosite of a fraction.
- N. Identify the three signs pf a'fraction.

D3. Use the three'signs'of a fraction to,write four equivalent forms of a
fraction.

D4. Ilse the three Signs of a fraction to write four equivalent forts of
-the opposite of a.fraction.-

ADDITI6N AND SUBTRACTION OF RATIONALNUMBERS

El. Determine the Sum of two rational number'b with the.same denomipator,
E2. .Determine.the LCD of two or more fractions.

/
-E3. Determine ehe sum of two or more rational numbers..
E4. Determine the difference,of tworational numbers by changing a subtrac

tion problem to an addition problem:
,E5. Determine the correct order relationship between t o rational, numbets.

UNIT 111 IN-WDUCTION TO ALGEBRA *.L

1

EVALUATION OF ALGEBRAIC STATEMENTS

\OBJgCTIVES

When you have satis actorily completed this unit you shou d be Ole o:

Al. Use the convent onfor the order of Operations.
A2. Use the convent,ons for grouping symbols.
A3. I Evaluate algebra:ic statements and formilas.

\

mons IN. MATHEMA ICS

4" 4. State the purpose\of a todel.
B27 Relate algebra toa.game'model.

O.



B.
115.

THE

'C2.

C3.

C4.

C5.

THE

e.

Relate Algebra to a language mddel.
State the'undefined terps for algebra.
Define,subtraCtioni division, less than,- and grehter than.

BASIC'AXIOMS OF ALGEBRA,

State ghd use the sub)stitution axiom.
State and use, the uniqueness of sums axioms.
State and use the uniqueness of products axiom.
'State And use the coMputative axioms of addition,and multiplication.
State-and Use.the associative axioms of addition and multiplication.

SOMETIMES,. ALVA,40, NEVER IN,ALGEBRA

Dl. Understand and use always And never in algel;ra.
D2. Develop a counterexaMple.
D3. Understand and use sometimes in algebra.
D4. Change a sometimes statement to an alviays or never statement.
D5. Identify a well formedforpula.

1

UNIT 12, INTEGRAL EXPONENTS

POSITIVE EXPONENTS

OBJECTIVES

When you have sati,sfactorily completed this unit you should be,able to:

Al.

A2.

A3,

AS.

d

Write a.product of the form x-xx. -x in exponential form and write
an exponential expression as a product oftthe form xx-x. x.
Identify the parts of an exponential expression.
Evaluate exponential expressions of the,form +na.
Evaluate exponential expressions of the forms.(-n)a and -na.
Use exponential notation to write the prime factorization of an integer.

ZERO AND NEGATIVE EXPONENTS

Bl. Evaluate any number_or.expression raised to the zero power as 1.

B. Write a product of the form 1I - in exponential form with nega-
x

tive exponents and write-an exponential with a negative exponent as a

product of the form.I.I. 0** .2..
x x

p3,:-Change an exponential with a negative exponent to an expression with,a
potitive exponent.

P4. EValuate exponential exprettion6 iOrm +n-a.
B5. Evaluate.exPonential expreSsions of the forms (7n)-a and -n-a

a



'EXPONENT ,LAWS FOR MULTIPLYINQ MCD, PIVIDNG

mn m+n
Cl. Use_the lawxxa,x in appropriate multiplication problem's.
C2. ForM reciprocals of-exponentials by changing exponents.
Z3.: Change division.problems-to equivalent multiplication protilemS by

changing exponents'.

C4. Use.the law xrai-xn=xfil--n in appropriate division problems.
C5. Change an exponential with rational base and negative. exponenç to an

exponential with a, positive expo:tent.

EXPONENT LAWS FOR -RAISINP:,TO A POWER.

Dl.

D2.

D4.

Correctly,use

Correctly use

Correctly. use

Correctly. use

the law

the law

the law

the law

D5. Correctly 'use the Iaw

1INIT 13.- POLYNOMIALS

(3?)11
mn

x

(xY),n1=

(xmYn)k
xmkynk

ei)121
y ym.

fxm k xmk

Y ?Ms-

A Ag

411
INTRODUCTION'To POLYNOMIAL&

OBJECTIVES

When you, have satisfactorily completed this unit you should be able to:

Al. Identify a term. -

A2. Identify the numerical, coefficient of a term.
A3. Recognize a polynomial. :

A4. Rec-eignize a monomial, binomial or -trinomial.
A5. Write a polynomial in descending order.
A6i. Identify the degreeiof a polynomial.
A7. Evaluate a polynomial.

ADDITION OF POLYNOMIALS

Bl. Identify like terms,
B2. Determine the sum of two pol

'form.

omials in hOrizontal forM and in vertical
A

SUBTRACTION OF POLYNOMIALS

Cl. Identify the notation for the opposite of a polynomial.
C2. Compute the opposite of a polynomial.

0 C3. Compute the difference of two polynomiafs.
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MULTI PL I CAT ION OF POLYNOMI ALS

Dl. Determine the'product of
D2. Determine the product of
W. _Determine the product,of
D4. Determine the product of

DIVISION OF POLYNOMIALS

El.

EY.

E3.

E4.

E6.

Determine
Determine
Determine
Determine
,Détermine
Determine

't%7Yo monomials.

a monomial andoa:poiynomial.,
two polynoMials in horizontal form.
two polynomials in-vertical ,folTm.-

the quotient pf two mtinomialS.
if one monomial is divisible by anothr.
the quotieat of -a-polynoMial diVided by a m n mial.
Uhe quotie0t of twp polynomials.
if one Polynotial is divisible ty,another.
-the quotient of two polynomials with more than three terMs.

A

COMMON MONOMIAL FACi-ORS

Fl: Identify a common monomial factor of a polynomial.
F2. Identify the greatest cpmmcin monomial.factor of,a polynomial. 7

F3. Write the cOmmon monomial factor and remaining:polynomial in fdc red
form.

1

UNIT 14.. LINEAR EQUATIONS AND INEQUALIfIES

MEANINGFUL LINEAR STATEMENTS AND SOLUTION SETS

OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily completed this Unit you should be able

Al.

A2.

A3.

*A4.

A5.

A6.

Identify meaningfulqwell-formed) statements.
State the definition of and identify open statiements.
State -the definition of solution-set.
Identify simplest statements.
State three conditions necessary for a statement to be I
Identify linear statements:

EQUIVALENT STATEMENTS
4

)7114 State the definition of equivalent tatements.
, State and use two ways of generating equivalent equations.

B3. .State and use three ways .of generating equivalent inequali

4.

tO:



PROCEDURE FOR*SOLVING LINEAR EQU

Cl.

C2,
C3.

C4.

Solve.equations of- the
Identify the.humerical
Solve equatione-of the

, Solve equations of the

TIONS

form x + b d1

coefficient of'a'term.
form ax + b 7 d.
form'ax + b cx + d.

PROCEIZURE FOR" SOLVING LINEAR INEQUALLITIES'

Dl$ Solve inequalities of the form ax < d (a is positive).
D2. Solve inequalities of the form -ax < d 0-a is negative4,
D3. Solve inequalities of the foras ax+b < d and ax+b<cx+d.
D4. Sketch the graph of soldtion sets of linear statements. c

"

soLyING LI.TERAL EGUATIONe

El. 'Evaluate variables in literal equations
E2. Solve fOr a given variable in a literal
E3. Solve,for a given variable Int a literal

contained in morp than one,term.

RATIO AND PROPORTM
(11" Fl. Identify a ratio.

F2. fldentify: A proportion.
F3. Solve proportionS.
F4: 'Solve proportions,involving integers.

.or formulas.
equation.
equation when that variable is

COU.aRSE III. I-NTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA."
.

'UNIT 15. RADICALS

INfRODUCTION TO RADICALS

OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorilicoppleted 'this unit you should be able to:

_Al. Identify the four types of deci
A2. Write and use the 'definition of square root.
A3. Use a table to determine and write a rational-approximation to an

irrational number.
.

A4. Recognize and use the terminology and notation for irrationikroots.
A5. Recognize and use egatiire square roots.
A6. Understand,the existerice of irrational numbers as determined (histori-

cally) by liRe segments.



A7.:-:Detetmine the square root of an exponential expresgron.
ASv Recognize.thatsquare robts'of'negative numbers are.not defined in the

real number system.

15

!

MULTIk.ICATION OF RADICALS

4.. Determine .the product of two radicals.
B2. Determine the quotient of two radicals.
B3. Identify and simplify those radicals that can be simplified:
B4. Determine the product or quotient of tmo'or more radicals and simplify

the results.

ADDITION OF'RAD1CALS-

Cl." Identify like,or common radicals ancldetermine their sum (difference),
C2. Identify and write opposites of.radfcal expressiorib.
C3, Determine:the sumand_difference of two or_more radicals.
C4. Simplify'and then, determine the sum ordifference of two or mpre -radicals.
C5. Identify and- use'the radical sign,as a gtouping symbol., .

.

FRACTI Ns INyoLviNp)DICAL&

Dl.. Rationalize- denomlnators containing one-term.
1)2. Determine the binomial-needed to rationalize a given binomial.
1)3. Rationalize denoMinatorl containing two terms.
,D4. -Rationalize mimerators'containing pne term.-
D5. Ratonalize nutherstorS containing two terMs.-

EQUATIONS THAT INVOLVE RAbICALS

El. Remove radicals by squaring 4nd solve,the resulting linearcequations.
E2. IdentiTy a quadratic equation

-E3. Solveequations of die form 1c2 a2.

UNIT 15 FACTORIZATION OF QUADRATIC POLYNOMIALS

RIME AND-COMPOSITE POLYNOMIALS

7:11WesatIsfactorily cop1eted this unit you should be able to:

Identify dhd label, polynomial factors.
' 2. Identify.divisors and factsorizations of .polynomAals.

Detertibe,if two polynomial faCtorizations'are esseptiallythe same.

A4. Write the definition of prime polynomfils...
a. Determine the-prme factorization of a first-degre$,polynomial.
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A6. Determine the prime actor zat on p _a po ynom a con 171-balr-h7m=mmu

monomial factor.
Identify a, b, AnA c in the general quadratiC polyn mial ax2 + bx'+ c.Al

,SPECIAL.PRODUCTS

-Bl. Identify and write
squares.

82. ,.Identify-the sum of two sqUere's as a prime polynomial.
83. Idpntify and.write the prime factorization of trinomials

biniial squares..

he P ime-factorizatlon of tlie difference of two

FACTORING TRINOMIALS NITH tEAD'ING CO

C14

C2.

C3.

C4.

Determine
Determine
liire last
Determine
tive,last
Reccig7

-
that are

CIENT EQUAL Tq 1

the signs and- thevterms of t e binomial factors, of a trinpmial.
and write the prime factorization/of a trinomial ylth i posi-

--term.'

and Write the prime factorization of,a trinoialvith a-nega-
term.
that a factorable trinomial has exactly two binomial factors.'

FACTORING TRINOMIALS.WITH LEADING COEFFICIENT.GREATER THAR 1

III
signs in the binomial factors of a general.quadratic tri-
form ax2 + bx + c.
cross products of the binomial fattors of a trinomial.
prime-factorization of a generaf :quadratic trinomial.

Dl. Determine the
nomial of the

D2. Determine the
3. Determine the

COMBINATIONS OF FACTORING TECHNIQUES

El. Determine and write the prime factoiization of the difference
squares that contain a common factor.

E2. Determine and write the prime factorizqtion.of a general quadratic
_polynomial which contains a common factorl

E3. Determine and write the prime fictorizati6n.of polynomials
'products of sums and differences of two squares.

E4. D'termine and write the prime factorization of polynomials
monoMial and' bindmial common factors.

of two

UNIT 17. StiVING QUADRATIC EQUATI,ONS

FiACTORS AND ZEROS OF, POLYNOMIALS

OBJECTIVES

;illen you hhve Aisfactorily completed this unit 5km should.

Al. Identify the.zeros of a-cilladratl.c trinomial.

;

that are

that contain

able to:
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S-tAte-the-theorem-ectneerrk-in-a--z-ero-Prcduet .

A3.. .etete the relationship between factors and zeros-of a polynomial..

lk

A4. .W ite the two linear equations associated-with,a factorable quadratic
homial.

A5. olve a. quadratic equation that contains e factoreble trinomial.
..

COMPLETING THE. SQUARE

M.. Determine if,a given trinomial is a binomial square.
.B2. Solve a binomial square quadratic equation by extracting square roots.
B3 Uge.completing:the-square method to Solve quadratic equations wlth

coefficient Of X2 equal to 1.
jp. Use completing ehe square method tci solve 4hadrati6 equations with

coefficient.a.x2 greater than 1.

A FbRMULA FOR SOLVING QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

Cl. Fill in,misging-Stps in the dievelOpment of the quadratic formula.
C2. Use the quadratic formula to solve quadratic equations,
CI. Determine factors of a trinomial by uiñg the quadratic formula.
C4. Use the quardratic formula to determine a factorization of a trinomial.
C5. Determine the discriminant of a given quadratic tridbmial.
C6. Use the discriminant to determine if a quadratic equation has two, one,

or no real solutions:

ANOTHER LOU,. AT PRIME TRINOMIALS

Dl. Recognize the need for restrictions when discussing prime numbers or
prime polynomials.

D2A Identify a prime trinomial when the restrictionsrequire the-coefficients
of the factors to be integers.,

D3. Identify a prime trinomial when the restrictions require the coefficients
of the factors to be rational numbers.

D4. Identify a prime trinomial when.the restrictions require the coefficients
of the lactors to be'real numbers.

-D5.. State and'use the most commonly used definition of,prime trinomial
D6. :Use the discriminant of a tripomial to determine if it is prime or com-

poSite hnder the most commonly used dpfinition of prime trinomial.

UNIT 18, RATIMAL EXPOeTS

INTEGRAL EXRbNENTS IkEVISTED

OBJECTIVES

When you'have satisfacto ily completed this unit you should be able to:

Al. Use the definitions of integral exponents to change an exponential with
a negatVexpon'ent toan exponential viih a positive exponent.

71



A2.

A3.

+n +n
Evaluate exponential expressions of the-form-4m7--mtd--<-4Y---.-----
Use the laws of exponents 'to compute exponential multipiication.and
diVision problems.

COMPUTING-EXPONINTIAL PROtLEMS

al.
)1 xmkynk.

Correctly use the laW ("u

x
m k

x
mk'

B2. Correctly use the lawt-) =,;---0 ynK, s abck
B3. Simplify exponentials of 'the forqx

d
Y
e
z
f
)

x y-z
.B4. Add and subtract:tertain exponential expressions.

RATIONAL EXPONENTS

Cl. Defide a rational exponent.
C2. Change exponentials.to radicals and

6 C3. Correctly use the laws of exponents
exponents.

C4. Determine quotients of exponential's

\
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change radicals to exponentials.-
in problems iti'Vblving ratio.nal

Fith rational exponents.

OPERATI NS INVOLVING .EXPONENTIAy WITH RATIONAL EXpONENT$

DI. Multiply a sum of exponentials by an exponential.
162.. Multiply A sum of exponentia s by a sum of exponentials.
D3. Factor an exponentiall with a ational exponent from a sum of

UNIT 19, RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

INtRODUCTION TO RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

OBJECTIVES
,

When you'have.satisfactc4ily Completed this.unit you should be able

Al. Identify the- domain Of a meaningful rational-expression.

A24, Identify rational expressiona that equal 1.
-A31-Niiltiply two rational expressions.

A4. Expand,a rationallexpression.,
_ A5. Reduce a-'rational expression.-

A6. Identify two equiValent rational expressions.

MULTIPLyING AND DIVIDIECIG RATIONAL EXPS IONS

Bl. Multiply ko rational expressions involving canceling.

to:



B2.. Determine the reciprocal o a rational expression.
--.7411-1"--1131±-71ITirenro-rariznat---exisrestrion .

41.

L9

B4. Simplif e complex fraction involving rationdl expressions.

THE TtiREE.SIGNS OF A RATIONAL EXPRESSION

Cl. Use three signs of a fraction to write four quivalent forms of a
rational expression.

C2. Identify equivalent expressions involving three signs of a fuction.
C3. Write a ratiOnal expression in standard form.
C4. Determine the product of multiplication problems involving the three

signs of a fraction.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION4OF RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

Dl. Add two rational,expressions with.the same denominateirs.
D2. Write four forms of'the oppatsite.of a ratioral expression.
D3. Change subtraction problems to equivalent 4dditioti problems.

s
D4. Determine the LCD of two rational e4PressionS.
D5. Add or-subtsact two rational expressions with different denominators.

UNIT 20. SOLVING DfFFERENT TyPES OF EQUATIONS

THREE SIGNS OF A QUOTIENT

OBJECTIVES

-When you'have satisfactorily completed this unit you should be able tO:

a

Al. Use three signs of a,fraction to write,four equivalent forms of a rational
-expression and four equivalent forms of the opposite of a rational eXPres-
sion.

A2. .Use three signs of a product to write four equivalent forms of a product
of integers and four.equivalent forms of the opposite of A product of

,

integers. V

A3. Use three signs of a product to write four equivalent forts of a product
of:binomials and four equivalent forms of the opposite of a product of
binomtals.

A4. Use many signs of a product or quotient to.write equivalent forms of that
,product or- quotient.

A3. Use many signs of product or quotientto reduce algebraic expressions and
simplify equations.

EQUATIONS Imma RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

81 Generate a linear equation by multiplying bo h sides of the original
-equation by the LCD.



B2. Determine the sOlution of an equation .involving rational
33. Determine the solu-Woh of an equation involving rational
B4. Determine the solution'of an equation involving rational

when the generated equation,i4 quadratic,

20

numbers.
eXpre-6sions.

expressions
%

SOLVING EdUATIONS THAT INVOLVE EXPONENTIALS WITH RATIONAL EXPONENTS

Cl. Remove radicals Qr exponentials by squaring and solving the resulting
equation.

C2; Make.an appropriate substitution in an equation that is quadraiseltr--

form and then solve.

MORE EQUATIONS INVOLVING RATIONAL EXPONENTS

Dl. Use factoring to 4olve equations-which involve expressions with frac-
tional or negative exponents.

UNIT 22, COMPLEX NUMBERS

INTRODUCTION TO COMPLEX OMBERS

OBJECTIVES

When you have satisfactorily completed this unit yoa should be able to:

. Al. Recognize reasons for extending.number systems.
A2. Write the definition of the complex number i.
A3. Recognize a + bi as the general form of a complex number.
A4. Recognize real and complex cOmponents of a complex number.
A5. $tate and use the definition of equalley\for complex numbers.

GRAPHING, ADDING, AND 1LTIPLYING

Bl. Recognize that it is impOssible to define an order relation for the
complmenumbers.

B2. Associate complex numliers with points in the plane.
B3. Add and subtract complex numbers.
B4. Mult1...21.y complex ,numbers.

155. Recognize that the closure, commutative; associative, and distributive
axioms are true for addition and multiplication of complex_ numbers.,

CONJUGATES,/ NORMS).AND DISTANCES

Cl. Compute the conjugate of any complex number.
.C2. Co4ute the norm of any complex number.
C3. State the distance formula.
C4.. Compute the distance between any t*o points.
C5. Assoiciate the norm of a-complex numbet with its distance from the or gin.



DIVISION AND FACTORING

-Dl. _Divide a_complex number by a real number...
142. .CompuljOhe reciproiWaf a complex number.

_ _

D3. Ceinver problem to an equivalent multiplication problem.

D4. Compute the quotient of two complex numbers.
D5. Factor the sum of two squares.

EQUATIONS INVOLVING COMPLEX NUMBERS'

El; Solve quadratic equations with reai coefficients and complex solutions.

-E2. Recognize that every quadratic equation with real,coefficients may be
solved with the quadratic formula;

E3. Solve :equations of the-form x + a b where a and b are complex'numbers.

E4. Solve equations of the form ax +,c b where a, b, and c are complex

'numbers.

E5. Solve equations of the form ax +".b cx + d where a, b c, and d are

cOmplex numbers.

UNIT 23: FUNCTIONS AND LINEAR FUNCTI6S

INTRODUCTION TO FUNCTIONS

et OBJECTIVES

Wben yOu have satisfacto ily completed this unit you 41hould be able to.:

.Al. 'State the definition of function. .

'A2. Realize that every domairAelement is used and each,domain element is
associated with exactly one range element.

A3. .State the domain and range of RECP, OPP, CONJ, 1p, SUB, DIV, ADD, and

SQRT.

A4. State both the verbal statepent and the equation form of the rule for
OPP, CONJ,-ID, SUB, DIV, ADD, and SQR.T.

A5. State the three important parts of functiO4a1 notation.

A6. When given the-rule, compute range-elements associated with a specific
domain-element.

Al. State the definition of a constant function and recognize constant
functions when_given the rule. -

ZEROS OF FUNCTIONSRECTANGULAR ZOORDINATE SYSTEM.

Determilde the domain_of_a function when given its definixig equation.

B2. State the definition of zero of a function.

B3. -Determine the equation to be solved in order to fiqd the zeros of a

given function.
B4. Find all zeros of a.given function.

-

B5. Plot points corresponding to given coordinates.

B6. Find coordinates of plotted points.
'11(



4111 GRAPHING FUNCTIONS

Ci. Plot points on the graph of a.function.
C2. Translate statements of the form "(a,b) is on the graph of f" to state.,,

ments.of the form "f(a) b".and conversely.
C3. Sketch the graph of ID., OPP-, RECP, CONST0, and CONST;.

C4. Use vertical line 'test to determiile if a given relation is a fUnction.

C5. Determine domain element and corresponding range eleMent when given a
point on,the graph of a finIction.

LINEAR FUNCTIONS

Dl. Know the definitioh of slope of a line and compute slope when two points
are given.

D2. Identify linear-functions.
D3. Identify the slope, y-intercept, and X7intercept of a linear function.
D4. Sketch the graph of any linear function.,
D5. 'Write the rule of a linear function With a given slope and y-intercept.
N. Write the rule of a linear func ion.passing through'a given point with

a given slope.
1)7 Write the rule of a linear func iOn passing through two given points.

MT 24. QUADRATIVETIONS

INTRODUCTION-TO QUADRATIC fUNCTIONS

. OBJECTIVES .

When you have satisfactorily completed this unit you should be able to:

Al. Recognize the defining rule of a quadratic function.

A2. Find the y-intercept of a qdadratic function.
A3. Finci the x-intercepts of a quadratic function.

AA. Find the zeros of a quadratic function.
.A5. State and.use the relation between zeros and x-intercepts of quadra ic

functions. ,

AL. State and use the relation between zeros and factors of quadratic
functions.

GRAPHING QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS,

Bl. riecognize the graph of a quadratic.function as a parabola.

32. Determine from the leading coefficient whether the graph opens up or down.

B3. Write the equation for the 41ie of symmetry.

B4. Determine the vertex,
B5. Rapidly sketch the graph of any quadratic func ionj



'CONSTUCTI_NG 4LJADRATIC FUNCTIONS. WHICH:SATISFY GlyEN CO MONS

Cl. letermine the quadraticfunction which has two given y-inte*ePt.

.C. Betermine'the quadratic function which has two given x-inte-pccptsdnd
Passes through a giVen third point.
Write the discri_minant:of any quadratic functio
Use the discriminant to determine the nature .of
the number of x7intercepts,of a quadratic funct
Determine the quadratic function which has only
and a given y-intercept.
Determine the quadratic function whose,graph pa
given points.

C3.
C4.

C5.

C6.

i -

the zeros and hence
on.
ne given x-intercept

_

sees throughAhree

INTERSECTIONS OF GRAPHS

Dl. Determine the number of poi4s of intersection of two linear functions
by examining their rules.

M12. Determine all points of intersection of the giaph of two linear func-

tions.

D3. Determine all points of intersection of the graphs of one linear
function and one quadratic function.

D4. Determine all points of intersection of the graphs of "two. quadratic

functions.
D5. Determine the associated intersection finder" function for any two

given linear or quadratic functions.
D6. State and use the relation between the zeros of the "intersection finder"

function 41$d points of intersection of two functions.

UNIT 25. INTERPRETING GRAPHS AND SOLVING INEQUALITIES

INTERPRETING GRAPHS

OBJECTIVES

When you have.satisfactorily completed this unit you shoula be.able to:

Al. Understand the relationibetween the sign of the second-coordinate of a
point and its poSition relative to the x7axis.

A.2. State the definition of "graph,of a function."

-,A3. -Understand the relation between the sign of fx) and the Rogition of

the corresponding point on,the graph of f, relative lo the X-axis

A4.. State the definition o zero of a function."

A5. Use the graph of f to 1eterm1ne which domain elements cause f(x) = 0.

A6. Use the graph of f-to eterMine wtichHdamain elements_cause-f(x)_.
A7. Use the graph of f to ietermine ,which domain elements cauSe f(x)-< O.

INTERNAL NOTATION

14. Cdrrectly read.and write the notation a, b].



B2. Correctly
B3. Write the
B4.' Correctly

and rays.
Corcectly
Correctly

read,and-write the notation (a, b).
-definItiOn of-open and closed interva47sIr
read and write set-builder notation to, desCribe intervals

r
. .

read and write the notation (a, b] and (a, b).
read and write. "interval" notation to describe rays.

1NEAR AND QUADRATIC INEQUALITIES

Use the graphical method to solve linear inequalities of the forms
ax + b < 0 and ax + b'> O.
Use the graphical method to olve quadratic inequalities of the forms
ax2 +-bx + c < 0 andpax2 + bx + c > 0.

C . Relate inequalities of the type f(x) < g(x) with appropriate inequali-
ties involving the intepsection finder function.

,C4. Use the graphital method to solve inequalities of the form f(x) < g(x)
where f and g are linear functions.

C5. Use/gthe graphical method to solve inequalities of the form f(x) < g(x)
where f and g are quadratic functions.

C6. Use the graphical method to solve inequalities of the form f(x) < g(x)
where one of f ahd g is a linear function and the other is a quadratic
functions

t

INEQUALITIES INVOLVING4 PRODUCTS AND QUOTIENTS OF LIKAR AND
\\ QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS

DI. Divide the real number line into rays ,and inteFvalSs detemined:by
the real zeros of 4 product of linear and quadratic funttiOil*s.

D2. Solve inequalities invoivingthe product of linear and ivadratic
functions. .

.D3. Divide the real number line into,rays afid intervals as determiney
'..the real zeros and points wtere a quotient is undef.ined.-,

D4. Solve inequalities involving a quotient of linear and quadratic fup&tigns.
D5. Solve inequalities involving a quotient where bcith the numerato and

delominator are products of linear and quadratic functions.

UNIT 26. THREE SPECIAL FUNCTIONS (-Af3S, SORT) & DIST)

THE il3SOLUTE VALUE FUNCTION

OBJEC IVES

When:you 1ave satiSfactorily completed this tinit you should be able to:

47,

Al. State the definition of ABS.
A2. . For MS, compute the range eletent corresponding to a given domain

'elemettt.

A3. Sketcit -the graph of ABS:

A4. .State sad uSe ABS(xy) ABS(x)ABS(y).



AS. Explain the, proofs of ABS(xy) ABS(x)ABS(y) and ABS(1) 1
y ABS y)

A6. State, use, And explain the proof of ABS(l)
Y ABS(YY

-A7. Explain the proof of ABS(x) =ABS(7x).

GrAPHING I .F I

Bl. CoMpute ABS(f(x)) when f is a known.function.
B2. -Read and write effectively with the 11 notation for ABS'
B3. Sketch the graph of imx + bl.
.B4. Sketch the graph of lax2 + bx + cl.
B5. Sketch the graph g lfl when the graph of f is known.

SOLVING EQUATIONS INVOLVING ABSOLUTE VALUE OF LINEAR
:FUNCTIONS

ax + bi = c and geometrically in erpret

lax + bj cx + d and geometrical y inter-

lax + bl lcx dl and geometrica ly

Cl. Solve equations of the
the solution.

C2. Solve equations of the
ret the solution.

C3. olve equations.oftthe
i terpret,the solution.
,

form

form

form

THE SQUARE ROOT 'FUNCTION

Dl. State the definition'O SQRT.
D2. For SQRT," compute the range element

eleunt.
D3. Sketch the graph of SQRT.

\sr. Use SQ4T to define ABS.

corresponding to a given domain
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CHRONOLOGICAL DgVELOPMENT OF CSBM (BY SEMES1ta)

The evolution of the program Tgas, as might be. expected paced

.intha first-years and.conoentrated mdre on.refinement in the las,t years.,

:pie major changes are outlined.bj semester in this appendix.

Fall 1972: A decision was made to develop a college remedial program in

mathematics. Professor. Melvin Poage ndProfessor Delano Wegener were asked

to be the directors for this research and development. A review of the lit-

erature and existing instructional materials was.conducted.

Winter 1973: Math-help labs were established and some students were indi-

vidually tutored. After completing math-help lab sessions, students were

allowed to retake an chapter test to improve their grade

11 1973: A totally new program was pro osed to replace the existing

MTH 102,'Ileginning Algebra.. The new.pro ram, Continuous Skuence in 'Basic

Mathematics (CSBM) was to be run on an experimental basis for.the Fall

Semester. The CSAk, program consisted of a series of.two-week units for

several reasons, eX.iSting materials would not work in the proPosed two-week

instruction periods and new materials were written and tested.

The initial sequence 'consisted of 10 units and students were given

placement teststo.determine Which unit was the most appropriAte placco

ltegin.Studentsreceived6houralecturearuispe.
-

help lab. To demonstrate mastery, students had to score 80% on a criteria

test. The program offered the following options to students.,
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Additonal instructiOn was available by audio-tutorial or rivate

tutoring.

Studenta.not passing a unit could repeat that unit in the following

two-week period.

3. Students could take mote than.one unit (by studying on tier own)

during the same twO-week period.

If a student felt he knPe material in the TIct uniti he could take

45

the criteria test on that unit and if he passed, he'coUld skip that

unit,

Winter 1974: It was decided to-continue the CSRM program and extend the'

'program to include MTH 104, Inte ediate Algebra, for the,Fall 1974 semester.

Material for sixadditional units was written and tested on-students enfolled4

in MTH 104. Items on the criteria tests for existing units were analyzed

and the criteria tests revised. Some changes in the supplementary audio-

tutorial materialsweremade to make them conform with present units.

Summer 1974; In the summer of 1974 the great amount of.data collected through-

out the first yeat of ope of CSBM was analyzed. In this respect, the

CSBM program is Very fortu ate; since all units are taught each two-week

peri d, the data collected in a two-yeek period froM the 0SBM prelgrat is
411.

equivalent to a semester's data from other progra s. -Hence, data from'the

16 periods.of CSRM for ehe school year. 1973-74 Was Very complete. In addi-

tion, the directors felt they needed Some help yith developjing individualized

instruction and, consequently, enrolled in a PSI workshop 4t the University

of Chicago. Because of the data analysis and the workshop most of the CSBM
.

.

materials were revised for u 4 in'the Fall, 1474. The main thrOt of thiS

si



rexision was:

10Ato mare clearly define the learning objectives qtcia h unit.

2. to create a.study guide to help students read and comprehend,. (It was

also felt.that the study guide would' help the more carlable students to

study independently, thus giving them morecontrol over their progress.).

to improve the vaXidity of placement and criteria tests..

to-reorganize and improve text presentation.

Finally, the procedures for test grading, test reporting attendance,

and all others needed for record keeping were revised, updated, and computer-

ized.

Fail' 1974: The following changes in options conerning criteria testa were

impleMented:

1. mastery level was raided from' 80% to 5%.

2. students receiving-a score between 62.5% and 87.5% had their tests_

analyzed by' abject ves--detailed iagnosis and'presc iptions were

provided.

The individual self-study mo .e of indtruc ion.wa0=:4Aike4 to a P /*structure.

Material was written and tested for five new thliaVering material for

college arithmetic to meet the Ineeds of students at't

Winter 1975: Inve tigation was conducted to improve the use of th

as the study progressed, it became apparent'that if understanding waa a major
4

goal, then reading and comprehension werelkey-factors. Because the study

guides werl a separate entity, most students and so e instructors thought

them to be supplementary and, as stich, did not use them or used them sparingly.

Consequently it was decided to incorporate the study guides into the texts

.
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make them more idiegral art of th i learning rocess.
1.

Summer ,1 75: kterials for 12 units ;were rewritven: some,revisidn and re-
.

,

virgani;ation of content or presentatiOn was,done, but integrating the-S udy

.guide into the text was the,main gurpese.
r

Fall d winter 1976: The matdrials for the-remailling-units,were re-
O

.167iitten to integrate the study.guides. TWo addition units en functions %
. .

were written and tested', and outlines for 5, more units st the collegelagebra

-.level Were gianiled.
!

.Fall 1976. and-Winter ./97: With.teXt materials in a workable state, atten-.

tion or tile next iihree years focused on thei.options available to students

in respedt to their test.resulta. .At first, the trend was-to-eate more

_possible 'optibnS and provide more deta4.1ed prescriptions but as the numbet

of students in the program, grew, this trend was'reversed. Options available,
A

9
fo419761.77 school year were as,follows:

4

1. pass (87.5%).

2., Oral test (80% ) test given by one of the foUr Counselors.

Subteat (70%)

4.-VRepea Iless than 70% and first attempt>/:

5. See 'couhselor. (less t4an 70% and second.or greater attempt).

FalI'1,07-and Winter 1978: OPtions pailable to students in respect to .their

test'result.NiollOthe97778...school year_werel.
r

1, F,?ss

2 -Oral',Tedt .02.5
. A

-13.,-Subtest

#1.
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4. 4ab (67.5%), student was given Prescription and sent:to math-help-lab

for instruction and concurrently he Could take next -unit.

. Repeat (less.tham 67.5% and first attempt)

See counselor.kleas than 67.5% and sedpnd attempt)

7. See Director (less than 67.57:rand third or greater attempt)
,or

8. .Speeial class (less than 67.5% and.lhird."9 greater attempt).

Summe 978: Final revision of materials--two different units were 'rewriteen

as 41ree.uni :.rhe unit on Sets was remo)red from the. main sequence of t pics.

Finally, sothe reorgani2zation7so that students woul haveto take units

they did not needtook place.

Fall 1978 and,Winter.1979: Options available to students in respect to their

test results were:'

1. Pass-(87.5%)

2. Subtest :(80%)-

3. Repeat(iess,than 80%-and first attempt--on second attempt, only apt:ions-

-1 and 4 were available to these students)

See c unse1dr (less than 80% and secdnd Or-greater attempt).

Summer esearch,and. program dev, elopment completed .A.permanent pro-

-gram-director was hired to run-the CSBM program.

db1
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APPENDIX

ACCUMVLATIVE FALL 1978 (7. PERIODS)

ITEM ANALYSIS
ASTERISK (*) DENOTES CORRECT RESPONSE

VNIT 14 FORM Al

Number
Question. .,. one. 1 2

1 0 69*. 1

2 Q 0 '4
3 o 69* 1
4 0 :, . 10 62*
5 .0 10 10
,6 Q 1. .0

'7 - 0' 12 2-

8 o 1 65*
9. o 54*- 3

.10 o -o . 2
11 0 6 1

-Ist,
12 0.. 2 4.
13 0 45* 46
14 : 0., 9' 59*
15 o 3 3

1.6 o -1 0
17 1 3 V
18 0 3 ..- 0

. 19 0 1- .0,
20 '0 '4 3 '
21 o 4 1
22 o 1 , 1

23 1 5 51*
24 0 9 §3*
25 .0 67* 4
26. .0 . 52* 6
27 0 . 43* 13
28 0.. 2:
29 1 25 6
30 .1 3 52*
31 o 1 66*

ft.32 0 2
33 o- 2 ..

:- 34. co .3.

_ 35. 6 6 3* '5
.36 . o 13 . .53*

, 37 o 2 3
38 1 8 1

39 0 1
49 2 -2

72 Total Teks

Responses
3

1 1

66* --- N2

9 2
0 0

. 45*, 3

1: 0
I 57*
P 1

11 4
2 68*

% 0 62*
8- 12

21 0
. .o . 4

6 * 0.

. 70 0
0 59*
o 67*

10, o

Percent,
Correct

o '95'.83,
'0 . 91:67, .

o 95.83
o 46.11

.4 62.50.
68* 94.44
o. 79.17
5 $0.28
o -75.00
lo 94.-44
3 86.11

46* 63.89
o -62.50.
0 Ab 81.94
0 51 91--.67.
1 97.22_
7 81.,94

,93.062'
: lt 97.22

2 - '2 61* 84.72
"Th0' 65* 2 90.28

i 466* 3
6 . - 4 .

b.
': -5

91.67
70:83

; 0 0 0 87.50
,1 ,p, : 0 o 93.Q6
5 '7 2 72,22
5 8 .0

a

0 66* 1 .591.9;7267

. 40* , 0 0 55.56
0 3, .13 n.22

: 1 3 1 91.67
.0 9 55*. 76.39

.

1 16 a . 73.61
.1 1 59* ,81.94
0 0 4 87.50
.5 a 1 o .7.3.61
D. 2. 65* . 90.28
1 i .4n 57* 79.17

59* 3 . 7 81.94
, 55,* 3 6- 76.39

85

82.57.



ACCUMULATIVE FALL 197 (7 PERIODS)

.ITEM ANALYS
ASTERISK (*) DENOTES CORRECT RESPONSE'

UNIT 14 FORM A3

Number
Question

1

2

None

3Oi

1

260*
233*

3 0 5

4 0 301*
5 1 1

6 0 23

7 0 14
.'',. 8

9

0

1

1
,
1

-. 10 1 86
11 1°' 1 ':

12 4 33

13 0 33

14 .0 13

15 0 1

,16 - --1 . 50
17 .

.0 0 16
18 1 -$ 18

19, .9 128

20 1 7

'2 4 10
1 213*

23 \O 12

24

25
\CIO

282*

20*3

26 , 0 36
27 24

35

29 0 0

'30 0\ 20
31 1 1

.32. 1

33 01. 6

34 0 54

35 20.

0 0 266*
17 ,2

38 0 15

39 0 257*
40 4

di

21 Total Te

2

35

49 #

265*
7

15 -

9

0

7
11

-234*

3

3

12

.300* .

307*
247*
284*
19

30
14

i 309*
, 29

39

-0

25

0

276*
7

11
9.

12

15

213*
3

13
1

0

16

51

Responses

0

16
12

3

283*
249*

6

313*
,1

0

312*,
1

6

1 .

23

0

.0
162*

a
agr.

41

303* ,

0

1

0

5

257*
2

53.

23
52

266*
24
5.

218*
.36

6

a

0

17

14
1

6.

31
15

0

5

23

6

25
9

15

9

286*
0

Percent
Correct

81.00 -

72.59'

82.55
, 93.77
88.16'
77.57
89.10
97.51

246* 61 40.64
0 0 '72.90

3

7

1

2 73*

97.20
85.05

232* 7 72.27.

0 0 93.46
11 1

0 76.95
19 2 813.47

16 267* 83.18
0 1

4 50.47
5 247* 76.95

0, .96.2640
21 16 66.36
1 94.3

0 .87.

1 0 99,6
258* 80.q7

292* 5 90.97
9' 1 85.98

301* 8 93.77
7 26 80.06

304* 4 , 94.70
253* 2 78.82
19 258* 80.37
1 66.36
9 23

12 6 82.87
0 312* 97.20
1 87 67.91

9 3 80.06
28 22.1* 68.85

'83.24



ACCUMULATIVE FALL 1978 (7 PER ODS)

ITEM ANALYSI§
ASTERISR (*) DENOTES COOECT RESPONSE

UNIT. 14 FORM. Bl

*
Number Responses Percent

Question None 1 2 3 Correct

1 0 - 1 8* I
2 o 9* I 1
3 I 8* 2 0
4 0 0 I I .

5 0 0 10* I
6 0 0 0 0
7 0 8* I ,. I
8 0 0 11* 0
9 0 2 0 I

10 0 9* 0 0
U., 0 2 0 0
12 0 2 0' 0
13 0 2 0 0
14 0 8* 1 2
15 0 0 1 *0

16 0 0 L._, . i .

17 0 . 4 7* 0
18 0 1 0 0
19 .0 2 0 0
20 0 1 o 10
21 0 -0 0 10*
22
23 i

6* 0.0
, o I 8*

24 o , 1 0 10*
25 0 0 0 0.
26 N. 0 0 1 ' I
27 0 7* 2 1
28 o o 0 10*
29 I 0 , 0 0 '
'30 0 0 1- I
31' 0 I 9* 0
32 0 .0 I 4
33 0 9* 0 N 1 '

34 a 11* 0 0
35 0 2 1 , 8*
36 a I , 10* 0
37 0 0 10* , .0
38 o -1 0 10*
39 ... o 1 o 0
49 CI 9* l'i 0

11 Total Tests

o 1 72.73
o o 81.82
o o 72.73
0 9* 81.82

o 90.91
11* a 100.00
1 o 72.73
o o 100.00
8* o 72.73
o 2 81.82
9* 0 81.82
9* o 81.82
o' 9* 81.82
o o 72.73
9* 1 81.82
o 0* 90.91
o o 63.64
o 0* 90.91 1

2- 7* 63.64
o 90.91 ,

o 90.91
3 54.35
1 72.73

o o 90.91
10* 1 , 90.91'

9* 0
,
81.82

.

1 o 63.64
1 0' 90.91
9* 1 81.82
1 ' 8*' 72.73
a 1 81.82
1 5* 45.45
1 o 81.82
9 0 100.00,4 .

o o 72 73
0 o 1

o 1
,9
90.

10* 0 9
'1 1 81.82

81.14



Number

'ACCUMULATIVE FArt, 1978 (7 PERIODS)

ITEM ANALYSIS -.
ASTERISK (*) DENOTES CORRECT RESPONSE

UNIT 14 FORM B3

Responses
Auestion

1

2

3

4

5
c

None

4

2

-2

.3

1

1

20

10
80*
0

2

- 2

0

1

188
10'

11
6

,
2 64 152*

7 2 9 245*
8 ' 2 233* 7

9 2 216* 25 ,

10 2 1 ,6

11; 2 37 225*
12 3 223* 28

13 3 2 235*
14 3 23 2 '

15
.

4 34 214*
16 2 4.t ,E# e-

,41-7 2 2 251*

. 18 2 1

\`19 2 30 2

20 3 0 24

21 2 265 0

22 , .A 3 0 10

23 2 10 253*
24 2 213* 8

25 3 13 , 258*

26 3 248* 18

27 2 99 , 30

28 2 17 4

29 2 188* 95
30 2 21 .5

31 2 11 15

. 32 3 2 3

-'33 3 10 3

34 2 5 0

35 2 242* , 17

36 4 4 16

37 3 17
5

38 2 '16 14
39 3 12 6

46 4 6 44

270 Total Tests;

S,

3 4 '

34

Percent
Correct

0,
257*
. 0

46
3

51

,244*
0

0
210*
248 *

1

2

0

0 ,

1

4

.0

90.37
95.10
29.63
77.78
91.85
56.30

1 44 11 2 90.74
17 9 2 86.30
12 8 7 80.00

1 251* 9 92.96
1 2 3 83.33'

2 0 14 82.59
7 13 10 87.04

5

18

0

0

228*
0

e84.44
70.26

236* 2 . 18 ' 87.41
5 10 0 92.96

257* , 4 , 3 95.19
1 1 214* 79.26

14 21 208*
.

77 04
2, 1 0 0 15

0 215* 42 63

4 1 0 93.70
30 14

.
3 "78.89

..1 Q . 0
.

95.56,

1. 0 g 0 91.85

137* . 2 0 50.74
38 198* - 1 7333
15 21 19 69.63

202* 28 12 74.81
209* ' 7 26 . 77.41

259* 1 2 95.93
4 27 223* 82.59

16 . 0 253* 93.70
3' 0 -6 89.63

60 2 184* 68.15

230* 2' -13 85.19

i 4 '-' 22 212* ' 78:52
189* 1 59

13 24 179*
6706:3000

81.33



/-

ACCUMULATIVE FAT4-1978 (7 PERIODS)

1 -

39*.

IPP

ITEM ANALYSIS
ASTERISK (*) DENOTES CORRECT RESPONSE

UNIT 14 FORM Cl

Number ResppnseS
Question None 1 2. 3

8.28.2N.414? Total Test

UNIT 14 FORM Cl

3

.4

0

.4

0

6

10*
0

0

0
.

1

0

2

0 1 83.72
2 2 62.79

39* 2 90.70
3 1 86.05
0-. 0 51.16
1 0 81.40

0. 1 83.72
0 7 ' 72.09

0. 0 97.67
0 0 95.35

39* 0 n. 90.70

42* 0 97.67

43* 0 100,00
33* 10 .. 76.74

0 d 97.67
0 0 86.b5

P. , 7
58.14

6 34* 79.07
90.100 0

1 a -95.35

0 40* 93.02
o 3 '90.70

'1 5 .81:40
42* 0 97.67
1 2.4* .-. 55-.81

,3 1 .. 88.37
1 , 0 97.67

8'35* 2 1.40

3: .0 81.72

4 'fi
'51.16'

86.05
0 -.0

0 1 90.70

5

6 30* 69.77

10* '0 69.77

0 41*
:113450 0 0

0
.

41* 95.35
1 1 83.72

0 0

90.70
60.47

2 0

0 1 83.72
2 2 62.79

39* 2 90.70
3 1 86.05
0-. 0 51.16
1 0 81.40

0. 1 83.72
0 7 ' 72.09

0. 0 97.67
0 0 95.35

39* 0 n. 90.70

42* 0 97.67

43* 0 100,00
33* 10 .. 76.74

0 d 97.67
0 0 86.b5

P. , 7
58.14

6 34* 79.07
90.100 0

1 a -95.35

0 40* 93.02
o 3 '90.70

'1 5 .81:40
42* 0 97.67
1 2.4* .-. 55-.81

,3 1 .. 88.37
1 , 0 97.67

8'35* 2 1.40

3: .0 81.72

4 'fi
'51.16'

86.05
0 -.0

0 1 90.70

3535

Percea
Correct

0*

'0

41*
0

41*
1

0

0

69.77
69.77

45:113 0

95.35
83.72
90.70
60.47

.4

5

.4

r'r'

IPP

-83.02

Percea
Correct
Percea
Correct



A:CCU'MUIATTVE FALL 1978 (7.PERIODS)

ITEMANALY.SIS
ASTERISK (*) DENOTES CORRECT RESPONSE

UNIT 14- FORM D1

Number Responses
Question None 1 2 3

870

19 0 0

20 0 -2*

21 0 16
22 0 ?'

23 a' '7-422

24 1 5

25 0 95*
26 0 '1

271. 0 1

28 0 -0

29 0 3

30. 0 12

31 o 92.#..

32 0 . 1

33.. 0 18
34 1 99*

35 0 15
36, 0- 3

37 0 28

38 1 -7

39 0 . 7 '.0. o

40 -1 15 73* 6

8
5.

89*

15
65*

12
17

lil

1 22' : 0

2 3 1479*
15 23 7

0 2. 2 ,

* 3
...

o. 101*
3 1 96*
90* 0 ' 1

103* ..s' 0 0

29 65* 0

5 5 3

0" 1 0

.84* .4 o

2 0 -3

0 o

6 89* 7 .

67* 11
11 0 81*' .

106 Total Tears

90

.23

4

\\-- 36

Percent
Correct

6 75 47
1 88,68 .

0* 77.36
25 45.28
O. 85..45
2 48.11
2

11 i 84.91
96.23

8 82.08
9 60.38.

"0 85.85
11 70.15-
2. 98.11
3' 85.8 5

1

79.25
1. 85.85

..1 83.96
64*. 60.38
8 61.32'

81* 76.42

0`.

89.62.
95.28
90.57
84.91
97.17
61,32
86.79,

98.11
79.25'

93.40
85.85

1 83.96
0 63.11
6 76.42
76* '71,70
'6 68.81

78:7i0

7

1 88,68 .

0* 77.36
25 45.28
O. 85..45
2 48.11
2

11 i 84.91
96.23

8 82.08
9 60.38.

"0 85.85
11 70.15-
2. 98.11
3' 85.8 5

1

79.25
1. 85.85

..1 83.96
64*. 60.38
8 61.32'

81* 76.42

0`.

89.62.
95.28
90.57
84.91
97.17
61,32
86.79,

98.11
79.25'

93.40
85.85

1 83.96
0 63.11
6 76.42
76* '71,70
'6 68.81



Objective

.
ACCUMULATIVE FALL 1978 (7 PERIODS)

ANAWTs OF SUCCESS ON EACht OBJECTIVE
ANALYSIS. BY TEST:

_Number of
- esponse

,

Al 144
4 .-,k2 72

A3' 144
A4 144
AS
A6

Section A Totals

B2

B3

Section 13 Totals

72

144
720..

144
144
.144
432

I 144
C2' ,. - 216
C3 216
C4 .144

Section C Totals 720'

-DI 72

D2 216
D3 216)

D4 144
Section D Totals 648

,E1

E2

E3
'Section E To

72

144
144

36ti'

Form 'Al. Totals 2880

:UNIT 14:

Number
Correct

FORM Al.- ,>

Percent
Correct

Number of'
Questions

124 86.11 ;
45 62.50' :1

110
.

76.-39 2

128 88.89 2

66 91.67 1

,
118 81.94 2

591 82.08
_.

-123 85.42 . 2

95 65.97 . 2

118 81.94 .A\
2

-336 77.7

137 95.14 2

197 91.20 3

199 92.13 3

120 83.33 2

653 90.69

66, 91.67 1

-145 67.13 -3

180 .83.33 3

108 75.00 2

499
1
77.01

. 69

124
t

' 95.83
86.11

I

2

106 .73.61 2

299 . 83.06
.

.

2378 82.544,

37

'Question
Numbers

4 11
13
.16 29

21.24
'28

33 37

-*7-15.1-

27 30
34 50

1 6

,

10 14 19
22 25 31

35 38

2

5 .9 12

18 20 26

-32 36

3

8-17
23 40



411

Objective

ACCUMULATIVE FALL
ANALYSIS' CT SUCCESS

. ANALYSIS
,UNIT 14

Numb r of Number
Resp fige Correct.

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

Section A Totals

.642
321
321
642
321
642

2889

527

300
312
510
304

499
2452

44. 1

Bl 642 , 579

32 642 512
B3 642- 504-

Section g,Totals 1926 .1595

Cl 642 621
C2, . 963 $57
C3 ,963 921
C4 642 574'

, Section C Totals 3210 2973

. D1 642 .,513

,D2 642 '465

_963 750

D4 963 632
Section D iotals .3210 2360

El 321 282
.E2 642 505

E3 642 522
Section E Totals 1605 1309

Form A3 Totals 12840 10689

9.

1978,17 PERIODS)
ON EACH,OBJECTIVE
BY TEST
JORM A3

Percent
Correct

82.09
93.46
97.20.

79.44

94.70
77.73
84..87

,90.19

79;75
78,50-
82.81

96.73
88.99
95.64'

92.62

79.91
72.41"
77.88'

'65.63
73.52

87.85
7.8.66

81.31
81.56

83.24

a

Number of.
Questions

'Question
Numbers

'2 1 16
1. 14
1 11
2 27 38

31. Apr
2 .7 22

23 28

5 40

2 -21 37
3 17 25,32
3 '8 13 29
2 12

2 16 35:
2 13
6 10 26

39
411,

24
2 . -20 33.
2 3 30



ACCUMULATIVE FALL
ANALYSIS OF SUCCESS

ANALYSA
UNIT 14:

1978- (7 -PERIODS)

ON fACH OBJECTIVE
BY TEST
FORM.B1.

Number of
Objective Response

Al

Number
CorriUr

Percent
Correct

8636

Number. of

QueStIOns

2

Question
Numbers

.29 37
A2 11 72.73 1 7-

A3 22 18 81.82, 2 21,35
A4 22 19 86.36 2 5 11
A5 11 10 90.91 1
A6, 22 19 86.36 2

,25

16 33
ATota-ls 110 93 84.55

Bl L,222

B2 2 14 63.64
B3 22 20 90.91

Section B-Totals 66 53 80.30

Cl 22 17, 77.27 2
C2 33 26 . 78.79 3
C3 33 30 90.91' 3
C4 22 18 I 81.82 2

Section C Totals 110 91 82.73

Dl 11 8, 72.73 : 1

D2 33 20 60.60 3
D3 33 27 82.82
D4 22 15 68.18 2

Settion D Totals .99 70 70.70

El 11 100.00 1
.E2 22 18 81.82 2

E3 22 21 95.45 2
Section E Totals 55 50 -\ 90.91

Form Bl Totals .440 .357 81.14 .

..

12 38
3 22

18 28

30 40
17 20 26
2 (1_36

10 13

23
9 27 32
4 14 39
1 19

34
15 31
8 24
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ACCUMULATIV FALL 1978 (7 PERIODS)
-ANALYSIS OF S CCESS ON EACH OBJECTIVE

YSIS'BY TEST .

40

Number of

UNIT 14

Number'

FORM Bi

Percent Number of, Question
Objective Response Correct Correct Questions NuMbers

Al 540 80.56 2 12 38
A2 270

.435
253 91.70 1 .23

A3 270 95.19 18

A4 540 433 80.19 2 '1 39

A5 270 248 91.85 5

A6 540 411 ':76.11 29 33

Section A Totals 2430 2037 83.83

B1 540 482 89.26' 2 2 11

B2 540 448 82.96 2 8 22

B3 540 415 76.85 2 16 40
Section B Totals 1620. 1345 83.02

Cl 540 54 94.63 2 25 34

,
C2 810 720 88.89. 3 4 7 21

C3 $10. 761 93.95 3 10 17 32

C4 540 470 87.04 '2 14 35

SeCtion C Tot ls 2700 2462 91.19

D1 540 444 82.22 15 37

D2 1540 414 76.67 , 22 9 28

p3. 810 496'4 61.23 3 3 19 30

D4 810 502 61.98 3 6 24 27.

Section D Totals 2700 1.856
... ,

$8.74

El 270 248 91.85 1 26

E2 '540 392 72.59 2 20 36

E3 540 444 82.22 . 2 13 31

Section Totals 1350 1084 80.30

Form B3 T tals .10800 81.33



ACCIOLATIVE PALL 1978 (7 PERIdDS)
ANALYSIS ,OF SUCCESS ON EACH OBJECTIVE

? ANALYSIS BY TEST
UNIT 14 FORM CI

t

41

Numberi of ',Number .....- Percent Number of sQuestion

Objective Response \ Correct Correct Questions Numbers

t

Al 86

A2 43

A3 86

A4- 86

A5 43

A6 86
Section A Totals -430

Bl 86

B2 86
B3 86

Section B Totals 258

.C1 86.

C2 129 z

C3 1291

C4 6

SectionyC TotalL /4!0'

D1 43

D2
///

129
D3 129.

*D4 86

Scction D Tcitals 387

El 43

E2 .. 86

' E3 86

Section E Totals 215

Form CI Totals 1720

.,77 89.53
39 ., 90.70
48 55.81
72

...,:
83.72

42 97.67
72 .. 83.72

350 81.40

81 94.19.
72 81.72

2

2
2

2

76 88.37 2-
229 88.76

63 73.26
107 82.95 3

119 -92.25 3
66 76.74 2

355, 82.56
.

30 69.77
100 77452 3

119 92.25 3

74 86.05 2,,

323 83.46
z

43 .s100.00 1

65 75.58 2

63 73.26
171 79;53

1428 83.02

29 3.9s

7

8 13
24 36
20
3 16

. 27

22 a()

12 19

38;i

26 31,34
15-18 23
2

.

. 25.37 40
14 17, '2

. 4 11

28 33
-.6 10

4



ACCUMULATIVE.FAL 1978 PERIODS)

- ANALYSIS OF SUCCESS-ON EACH OBJECTIVE
ANALYSIS BY,TEST
UNIT 14 FORM,D1

Objective
NumBer of,

.Response

',Al 212

A2 106
A3 212

A4 .212
106

A6 212

Section.A Totals 1060.

..B1 212

B2 212

B3 _212.

S4ction2 Totals -

, 0

01 212,

C2 318

C3 . 318

. C4 2

Section C Totals, 1060

Dl

*4 D2
D3

106
4,18_

% 318
4 D4 212

Section D Totals 954

El 106

E2 212

E3 212
Section E Totals 53.0

1
- Form D1 Totals 4240

k

a

.Number /

torrect

182," .

91

132

k, 165

96

145
1311

42

Percent Nuilberof Question
Correct Questions " Numbers,

85,85 2 3 35
85.85 1 15

62.26 2 30 37.

77.83 -.2- 17-34,_
90.57 , 1, 27
68.40
76.A1

95.28. 2 29

87.26 '8 25
81.60 -3.18

8865

80.19
9 -87.74

170 86.19
859 81.04

64 . 60.38
199 6.2.58

3.65
171 66'

100 73.38

98.11
70.28%

72.64
74.79

104
149

A

154
407.

3337 78.70'

6 32-

-19 28.39=
1 9 16

12 23

4 7.13
26 1 40
10 33

WO -



'ACCUMULATIVE FALL 1978 (7 PERIODS)
ANALYSIS OF SUCCESS ON EACH OBJECTIVE 4

43

Objective .

Al

A2,
A3

'-A4 ,

COMBINED LISTING
-UNIT 8

Number,of Number

Response Correct

110 74

110 107

179 178

289 274

Percent:
,Correct

67.27
97.27,
99.44
94,81

Section A Totals 688 633 92.01
.,7

Bl 220 212 96.36

B2 110 , 106, , ,96.36

B3 - 110 105 95.45

B4
,

- 330 275 83.33

Section B Totils, 770 4698 90.65

Cl 110 68 61.82

C2' 289 270 93.43

C3' 330 ,291

C4 110 72 65%45

C5 220 190 86.16

Section C T als 1059
.
891

,D1 110 .108. 98.18

D2 r 110 84.
76.36

D3 289 i254 87.89

D4 330 . 307 95.05

D5 220 414. 82.27

'Section'D Totals 1059 88.20

El \ 220 213 96.82-

E2 110 106 96.3e

13 330 317 96.06

Seciion E Totals 660 636 . 96.36
4 .

F1 34 .82,93

41 25 60.98

38- 92,68F3
F4 34 g2.93

Section F Tot4ls 164 131 79.88

Totals 4400 . .3923 89.16



ACCUMULATIVE FALL 1978 (71:PERI0DS)
ANALYSI§ OF WCCESS ON EACR OBJECTIVE

C0MBINED LISTING-'
UNIT 9.

,

Objestive
Number of
Response

Al
A2 .

.124
124

A3 , '33
A4 .-. 248
AN% 161 .

A6 124 .

Section A Totals 1116 ,

Number
Correct

44

Percent
gorrect

91
.

U. 39
,

. 118 -, 95.16
284 84.78.
2p9 454.27

113 - 70.19

94 75.81
.909 .81.45

4 - .,

BI 248 154 62.10.
B2 124 115 92.74-
B3 -. L.-- 422 397 94:08
B4 74 58 . 78.38

.Section B Totals, 868 724 83.41

Cl 248
C2 124

1/4 C3 124
C4 124
:C5 248

C6 248

Section.0 Totals 111-6

D1 248
D2. 248
63 , 248

Section D Totals 744

El 161
.E2 248

.'E3 248

E4 246

E5 '211

SectiOn E Totals 1116

Unit '9 Totals' 4960'

233 . 93.95
102 82.26
64 51.61
96 77.42

19? 77.42
229 92.34
916 L2.08

186
213

206
605

91
1.9 0

162
193
140
695*

75.00
85.89
83.06
81.32

56.52
43.95
65.32
77.82:
66. 5
62'

44



ICCUAJLATIVE FALL 1978 (7.FERIODS)
ANALYSIS OF SUCCESS,ON EACH'OBJECTIVE,

COMtINED. LISTING'

.UNIT 10

Objective

Al
A2
.A3.,
A4

Section A To als
. 0

Number of
.Response

696'

1098
696

1392
3882

.Numbef \\ Percent
C:Ipriect Correct

,

549 78.88
1064 't 96.90
635 -''"." 91.24
922 66.24

3170 81.66

.BI-, 4.098 981 89.34
,,.

.32-
4

696
A33, 1392
.114.. 1683

696
Secti6Ph' Totals 5565

--.

1 ...- 1098
c2: 696

1686
C4 1392

Section C tals 4872

D1 1686
D2 699
D3 1392
D4 1095

.

Section D Totals 4872

El 696

'E2- 1392
13 a 1392
E4 1689

Seotion E.Totals 5169
- 4

Fl 696
F2 i. 392

F3 1392
Section F Tota1s 3480

,

.

Uqj..t 10 Fotals' -27840

626 89.94
1059 76.08
1205 71.60
'649 93.25
4520 81.22

4

101f 92.62
622 89.37

1472 87.31
1094 78.59
4205 86.31

142k 84.28
567 81.12 ,

1253 90.01
809 73.88 lw

405#
,

83.13
:-...

674 96.84
1231 88.43

-

1266 90.95
1404 83.13'
4575 - 88.51

596 85.63
1122 80.60
1015 72.92
.2733 78.53,

23253



§.

ACCUMULATIVE PALL 1978 (7 PERIODS)
ANALYSIS OF SUCCES ON EACH OBJECTIVE

kitgOMBINED LISTING-

UNIT 11

Objective

Arr

A1

-'Number of

Response

A2 510
A3 457

Section A Totals 1307

B1 170
)32 340
B3 .340
134 340

. B5 340
Section B Totals 930

Cl 223
C2 170
C3,, 170
C4 340
d5 -340

340
Sect onC Totals 1583

340.

D2
p3

.340'

170
D4 170
D5 340

Section D Totals 1360

340
E2 340
E3 340

Section E Totals .1020

Unit 11 Totals 6800

Number
Correct

317

443
331
1091

156
315.
282
202
231

1186

175
130
122
216-

297
238

3478,

Percent
Cori-ect

93.24
86.86
72.43

83.%7

91.76
52,62

.%82.94

67.14
77.52.

78.48
76.47
71.76
63.53
87.35
70.00
74.42

233 68.53
246 72.35
64. 37.65

122 71.76
250 73.53
915 67.28

6 72.35
182 53.53
267 78.53
695 68.14

5065 74.49



1 .

ACC LAT FALL 1478 (7 PERIODS)
ANALYSI I SUCCESS pN EACH.OBJECTIVE

COMBINED LISTING.
IMUIY12

Number of Number
Objective Response Correct

d

Percent-
.Correct

Al .2022 1922 '95.05
A2 3033,, *2731 90.04
A3 1011. 855 84.57 :

A4 2022 1644
A5-.., 1011 770 76.16

Section'A Totals 9099, ;7922 87.06

., ,

B1 2022 1633 80.76
B2 2022 ..1585 78.-39

B3 2022 , 1856 91.74.
N B4

.

2922 '1488 73.59,

BS 3033 2189 72.17
Section B Totals va1121 . 8751

,

78.69_

Cl 2022 1612 79..72

C2 2022 1098. 54.30
2022 1474 72.90

C4' ,1033 2066 68.12

C5 .1011 900 8942
.gection C Totals 10110 7150 70.72

D1 2022 1804 89.22'
D2

.0-

2022 1644 81.31
D3 2022 1695 83.83 0.

D4 2022 1774 87.73
D5 2022 1477 73.05-

Section D Totals 10110 8394 ,83.03

Unit 12 lotals 40440 32217 79.67



ACCUMULATIVE FALL 1978 (7-PEWODS)
7ANALYSIS OF' SUCCESS ON EACH OBJECTIVE

COMBINED LISTING
UNIT 13-

ik

kumber of
HObjective Response

Af :1646
A2 - p23
A3 1143
A4 1646

821
823,

823
,7727

A6
Al

Section A Totals

Num ber Percent
Correct Correct

. 1288 78,25
537 65.25
8.63 75.50

1339 .81.35-

611 74.24-

648 /E111.74

617 74.97
5903 76.39

Bl 1326 997
B2 2469 , 1997
3 640 52gt

Sgc ion B Ttoalq 4435 3522

Cl 1966
C2 1326 ,

C3 , 1646. .

Section C Totals 4938'

.

75419
80.88
k2.50
19.41

1679 85.40
1093 82.43
12137 78.19
4059 82.20

Dl. -1646 1309 . 79.53
D2 1646 1381 0

D3 . 1646 1300 78. 8
'D4 823 572 69.50

Section D Totals 5761., 4562 79.19
a

,E1 1646-
E2 823

E3 1646
E4 823
E5. 503
E6 503

SeCtiOn E Totals 59.44

1242
527

1082
594
267

3 1
40

75.46
64.03
65.74
72.17
53..08

67.79
68.19

Fl 1 823 46688 83.60.
F2- 1646 1359. 82.56
F3 _1646 1119 67.98

Section F Totals : 4115 .3166 76.94
o'

.

'Unit 13 Totals. 32920 25265 76.75
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AOCUMULTIVETALL 1978 (7-PERI0DS)
ANALYSIS OF SUCCESS ON EACH OBJECTIVE

COMBINED-LISTING
UNIT 14 -

A .

Objective

Al
A2

A3
A4
A5
,A6

Section A Totals

Number of
ReSponse

-!.1646

'Y.2823.

'1055

1646
823

1646
7639

Num'ber

-Coi:rect

1364
716

877

1327
'766

1264
6339

Percent
Correct

82.87
89.43
83.13
80.62
91.07
76;79
82.92

--Bl 1646 1486. 90.28
.132 1646 .1326 80.56

-- B3 1646 1306 79.34

Section B Totals
,

4938 4118 81.39
. .

Cl 1646 1504 91.37
4

C2 2469 2162 87.57

C3 2469 2309 93.52

C4 1646' 1418 8.6.15

.Section C Totals k 8230 7393

Di 1414 1125 79.56

D2 1878-1' 1343 71.51

D3 2469 p838 74.44

D4 2237 - 1502. 67.14

.Sect on-D Totals -7998 1138.
72.62

El 823 757 91.98
E2 1646 1253 76.12

E3 1646 1310 79.59

Sgction E Totals.. 4115 020 80.68

Unit 14 Totals_ 32920 26973 81.93
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1

ACCUMULATIV4 FALL 1973 (7 PERIODS).
DIFFICULTY'ANALYSIS
TEST 3 'PORM A

\

N=52 STUDENTS,

\' Indices of
, Question \ Discripaination & Difficulty

1 ..

\

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3.0

11
12

13

14
15

16
N. 1.7

18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

32

33

34
15

36.
37

38

, 39

40

cs_

I.

k

.230 .884

.307 .769

.307 .769

. 692 .653.

i 6153 .923

.653
.230 .884

..307 .846
.230 .730-

.461 .692

.307 .846

. 076 fA384

---.076 .884
.384' .807
. 000 . R23
. 461 .769
. 153 ;923
4846 .500_
-.615 .692
.230 ,884
,.69 .615
-.153 .846.1

1.153

.23 -.884

.46 .769
..30 ,846

.
.76 .538

'.4 1 .769
9 .615
7

230 ..801

. 30 ;884

384' .807
84 .807

,307 .846
. 076 884
.538.. .653

..461 .769
.151 .923- .

.615 .692

v,r

-t


